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ABSTRACT  33 

There is an ongoing debate on the contribution of the neuronal glutamate transporter EAAC1 to the 34 

onset of compulsive behaviors. Here we use behavioral, electrophysiological, molecular and viral 35 

approaches in male and female mice to identify the molecular and cellular mechanisms by which EAAC1 36 

controls the execution of repeated motor behaviors. Our findings show that in the striatum, a brain 37 

region implicated with movement execution, EAAC1 limits group I metabotropic glutamate receptor 38 

(mGluRI) activation, facilitates D1 dopamine receptor (D1R) expression and ensures long-term synaptic 39 

plasticity. Blocking mGluRI in slices from mice lacking EAAC1 restores D1R expression and synaptic 40 

plasticity. Conversely, activation of intracellular signaling pathways coupled to mGluRI in D1R-expressing 41 

striatal neurons of mice expressing EAAC1 leads to reduced D1R expression and increased stereotyped 42 

movement execution. These findings identify new molecular mechanisms by which EAAC1 can shape 43 

glutamatergic and dopaminergic signals and control repeated movement execution. 44 

 45 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT  46 

Genetic studies implicate Slc1a1, a gene encoding the neuronal glutamate transporter EAAC1, with 47 

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). EAAC1 is abundantly expressed in the striatum, a brain region that 48 

is hyperactive in OCD. What remains unknown is how EAAC1 shapes synaptic function in the striatum. 49 

Our findings show that EAAC1 limits activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRI) in the 50 

striatum and, by doing so, it promotes D1R expression. Targeted activation of signaling cascades coupled 51 

to mGluRI in mice expressing EAAC1 reduces D1R expression and triggers repeated motor behaviors in 52 

mice. These findings provide new information on the molecular basis of OCD and suggest new avenues 53 

for its treatment.  54 
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INTRODUCTION 55 

Persistent thoughts, anxiety and repeated execution of stereotyped movements are hallmark features 56 

of neuropsychiatric disorders like OCD (Kessler et al., 2005). Family-based linkage analyses identify the 57 

gene Slc1a1, which encodes the neuronal glutamate transporter EAAC1, as one of the strongest 58 

candidate genes for OCD (Hanna et al., 2002; Arnold et al., 2006; Dickel et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2007; 59 

Shugart et al., 2009; Wendland et al., 2009; Samuels et al., 2011). Alternative isoforms of Slc1a1 that are 60 

differentially regulated in OCD patients have been shown to impair glutamate uptake via EAAC1 (Porton 61 

et al., 2013). One of the hypotheses that has been put forward is that loss of function of EAAC1 leads to 62 

increased extracellular glutamate concentration and hyperactivity in the brain (Porton et al., 2013). This 63 

hypothesis is not consistent with functional studies in vitro indicating that regulation of the ambient 64 

glutamate concentration in the brain does not rely on neuronal but on glial glutamate transporters 65 

(Jabaudon et al., 1999; Cavelier and Attwell, 2005; Le Meur et al., 2007), which are roughly one hundred 66 

times more abundantly expressed than neuronal transporters (Holmseth et al., 2012). Our own previous 67 

work shows that EAAC1 exerts a powerful control of phasic glutamatergic synaptic transmission, but 68 

does not alter the ambient glutamate concentration in the hippocampus (Scimemi et al., 2009). Despite 69 

these findings, our knowledge on the function of EAAC1 in regions of the brain that show structural and 70 

functional abnormalities in patients with OCD, like the striatum, remains limited.  71 

 72 

The striatum is the main entry point of excitatory inputs to the basal ganglia and exerts a fundamental 73 

role in the control of anxiety and movement execution (Piras et al., 2015). In the striatum, glial 74 

glutamate transporters clear synaptically-released glutamate from the extracellular space and regulate 75 

GluA/N activation, similar to what they do in the hippocampus (Goubard et al., 2011). EAAC1 is 76 

abundantly expressed in the striatum, but its role in regulating synaptic function has so far remained 77 

elusive (Danbolt, 2001; Holmseth et al., 2012). Here we show that loss of EAAC1 is associated with 78 

increased stereotyped movement execution and anxiety-like behaviors in mice. In the striatum, EAAC1 79 

limits mGluRI activation and, by doing so, it promotes D1R expression. Blocking mGluRI in mice lacking 80 

EAAC1 and cell-specific activation of signaling cascades coupled to mGluRI in mice expressing EAAC1 81 

allow for bi-directional control of D1R expression, synaptic plasticity and repeated movement execution. 82 

These results identify new molecular mechanisms by which EAAC1 controls the function of the striatum 83 

and point to its pivotal role as a molecular switch controlling mGluRI activation, glutamatergic and 84 

dopaminergic transmission, and ultimately the execution of persistent motor behaviors.  85 

 86 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 87 

Ethics statement 88 

All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the 89 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at SUNY Albany and guidelines described in the US 90 

National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 91 

 92 

Mice 93 

All mice were group-housed and kept under a 12 hour light cycle (7:00 AM ON, 7:00 PM OFF) with 94 

food and water available ad libitum. Constitutive EAAC1 knockout mice (EAAC1-/-) were obtained by 95 

targeted disruption of the Slc1a1 gene via insertion of a pgk neomycin resistance cassette in exon 1 of 96 

the Slc1a1 gene, as originally described by (Peghini et al., 1997). EAAC1-/- breeders were generated after 97 

back-crossing EAAC1+/- mice with C57BL/6 mice for more than 10 generations, as described by (Scimemi 98 

et al., 2009). C57BL/6 wild type (WT) and EAAC1-/- mice (P0-35) were identified by PCR analysis of 99 

genomic DNA. EAAC1-/- mice develop normally during the first five weeks of post-natal life. They are 100 

fertile and although they give birth to smaller litters (number of pups in each litter: WT 8.2±0.3 (n=43), 101 

EAAC1-/- 6.5±0.4 (n=42), ***p=8.0e-4), the litters are as viable as those of WT mice (peri-natal mortality 102 

rate: WT 0.23±0.04 (n=40), EAAC1-/- 0.30±0.06 (n=41), p=0.30) and have a similar sex distribution 103 

(proportion of females in each litter: WT 0.47±0.04 (n=32), EAAC1-/- 0.51±0.03 (n=26), p=0.52). These 104 

data are consistent with previous phenotypic characterization of EAAC1-/- mice (Peghini et al., 1997).  105 

 106 

D1Cre/+ mice (RRID:MMRRC_030778-UCD; Stock Tg(Drd1-cre)EY217Gsat/Mmucd) and A2ACre/+ mice 107 

(RRID:MMRRC_036158-UCD; Stock B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Adora2a-cre)KG139Gsat/Mmucd) (Gong et al., 2003; 108 

Gong et al., 2007) were kindly provided by Drs. A.V. Kravitz and C.F. Gerfen (NIH/NIDDK). In these mice, 109 

the protein Cre-recombinase is expressed under the control of the promoter for D1Rs and the adenosine 110 

receptor 2 (which co-localizes with D2 dopamine receptors (D2Rs)) respectively. Ai9Tg/Tg conditional 111 

reporter mice (RRID:IMSR_JAX:007909; Stock B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze) (Madisen et al., 112 

2010) were kindly provided by Dr. P.E. Forni (SUNY Albany). D1tdTomato/+ mice were purchased from The 113 

Jackson Laboratory (RRID:IMSR_JAX:016204; Stock Tg(Drd1a-tdTomato)6Calak). 114 

 115 

Genotyping was performed on toe tissue samples of P7-10 mice. Briefly, tissue samples were digested 116 

at 55°C overnight in a lysis buffer containing (mM): Tris base pH 8 (100), EDTA (5), NaCl (200), 0.2% SDS, 117 

and 100 μg/ml Proteinase K. DNA samples were diluted in nuclease-free water (500 ng/μl) and 118 
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processed for PCR analysis. The PCR primers used for EAAC1, D1RCre/+, A2ACre/+, D1tdTomato/+ and Ai9 were 119 

purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH) and their nucleotide sequence is listed in Table 1. The 120 

PCR protocol for EAAC1, D1RCre/+, A2ACre/+, D1tdTomato/+ and Ai9 are described in Table 2-5. PCR reactions 121 

for D1tdTomato/+ were performed using a Hotstart Taq polymerase (Cat# KK5621; KAPA Biosystems, 122 

Wilmington, MA). For all other reactions, we used standard Taq DNA Polymerase (Cat# R2523, Millipore 123 

Sigma, St.Louis, MO). 124 

 125 

Behavior 126 

Before performing any behavioral test, mice were acclimated to a new behavioral suite for at least 30 127 

min. All mice were tested between 9:00 AM and 1:00 PM. A battery of behavioral tests was performed 128 

on naïve WT and EAAC1-/- mice (P14-35) and on WT and D1Cre/+ and A2ACre/+ mice subjected to AAV-hSyn-129 

DIO-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry stereotaxic and clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) I/P injections, according to the 130 

experimental design described in the Results section of the paper. The battery of behavioral tests 131 

included grooming, SmithKline-Beecham Harwell Imperial-College and Royal-London-Hospital 132 

Phenotype Assessment (SHIRPA), flying saucer, open field, elevated plus maze and marble burying tests, 133 

performed as described below. All behavioral apparatus were cleaned with 70% ethanol between each 134 

test. 135 

 136 

Grooming test 137 

The behavioral arena used to acquire videos for the grooming analysis consisted of four chambers 138 

with clear bottom and white sidewalls (L 15 cm x W 25 cm x H 15 cm). A digital SLR camera (Canon EOS 139 

Rebel T3i with EF-S 18-55 mm f/3.5-5.6 IS lens, 60 fps) was positioned 15-30 cm below the grooming 140 

chamber to acquire 10 min long videos in which we monitored the grooming behavior of each mouse. 141 

The distance travelled by the forepaws during grooming was analyzed using M-Track, a newly-developed 142 

tracking algorithm (Reeves et al., 2016). The identification of the phase composition of each grooming 143 

episode was performed according to the scaling system described by (Kalueff et al., 2007). Briefly, we 144 

identified phases in which there was no grooming (Phase 0), paw licking (Phase 1), face wash (Phase 2), 145 

body grooming (Phase 3), hind leg licking (Phase 4) and tail/genitals grooming (Phase 5). Correct 146 

transitions between grooming phases include the progressive transitions through all the steps of a 147 

grooming syntactic chain (e.g. 0–1, 1–2, 2–3, 3–4, 4–5 and 5–0). Any other transition that did not follow 148 

this order was classified as incorrect (Kalueff et al., 2007). 149 

 150 
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SHIRPA test 151 

The SHIRPA protocol is a collection of simple tests that provide a standardized, high-throughput 152 

screen for assessing the phenotype of WT and EAAC1-/- mice (P14-35) (Rogers et al., 1997; Rogers et al., 153 

1999). The SHIRPA test is effective in distinguishing qualitative differences between different strains of 154 

mice. The following tests and scores were included in the SHIRPA protocol. 155 

1.  Condition score: (1-5). Emaciated (1), thin (2), normal (3), over conditioned (4), obese (5). 156 

2.  Gait: (0-1). Monitors exaggerated limb movements, dragging and uneven cadence. Abnormal (0), 157 

normal (1). 158 

3.  Posture: (0-1). Monitors the presence of rounded or hunched body, head tilt and tail dragging. 159 

Abnormal (0), normal (1). 160 

4.  Body tone: (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail base on a hard surface and gently press with two fingers 161 

over the mid dorsum. Flaccid (0), allows depression to the floor (1), allows some flattening (2), 162 

hunches back to completely resist compression (3). 163 

5.  Petting escape: (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail base on a hard surface and stroke down its flanks 164 

from front to back. No reaction (0), difficult to elicit escape response (1), easy to elicit escape 165 

response (2), difficult to test because of spontaneous escape attempts (3). 166 

6.  Passivity: (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail and place the front paws on the edge of the cage top. 167 

Normal mice promptly climb up to the top of the cage. Falling off or hanging without climbing is 168 

abnormal. Falls (0), delayed or unsuccessful attempt to climb up (1), normal (2), hyperactive (3). 169 

 7.  Trunk curl: (0-3). Suspend the mouse from the tail for 15 s and monitor for curling of trunk. Zero or 170 

abnormal response (e.g. hindlimb clasping) (0), curls <90  (1), curls to 90  or more (2), climbs up the 171 

tail (3). 172 

8.  Righting: (0-3). Use one hand to hold the mouse by the tail base and the other hand to provide a 173 

vertical surface. Normal mice feel the surface of the hand and quickly flip over. Mouse does not 174 

right itself (0), struggles to right itself (1), rights itself (2), hyperactive (3).  175 

9. Visual placing/Reach touch: (0-1). Hold the mouse by the tail and lower it slowly toward the cage lid. 176 

Blind mice do not reach out until forelimbs or whiskers touch (0). Normal mice start to reach 177 

towards the surface well before touching it (1). 178 

10. Whisker response: (0-3). Stimulate the vibrissae using a cotton tipped applicator. Touching vibrissae 179 

should elicit a response, including cessation of “whisking” or a subtle responsive nose quiver. No 180 

response (0), response difficult to elicit (1), normal response (2), hyperactive response (3). 181 
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11. Ear twitch: (0-3). Use a cotton tipped applicator to gently touch the ear pinna. A normal response is 182 

a rapid ear twitch. No response (0), difficult to elicit response (1), obvious response (2), hyper-183 

repetitive response (3). 184 

12. Palpebral reflex: (0-3). Use a cotton tipped applicator to gently touch the cornea. No reaction (0), 185 

slow blink (1), quick blink (2), hyper-repetitive blinking (3). 186 

13. Forelimb place: (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail on a hard surface and gently move a forelimb out to 187 

the side using a cotton tipped applicator. A normal response is to return immediately the limb under 188 

the body. Leg stays where placed (0), slow or incomplete return (1), promptly returns the leg to 189 

normal position (2), hyperactive response (3).  190 

14. Withdrawal: (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail on a hard surface, pick up the hind limb and pull the 191 

limb out at a 45  angle until it is stretched and then let go. A normal mouse rapidly returns the hind 192 

limb to normal position. Leg drops to ground and does not return to normal position (0), leg slow to 193 

return (1), rapid return (2) and hyperactive response (3).  194 

15. Biting: (0-1). Place a wooden stick in front of the mouse’s mouth. The most common reaction is to 195 

ignore or turn away from the stick. No biting (0), biting (1). 196 

16. Clicker (hearing test): (0-3). Hold the mouse by the tail base on a hard surface and use a clicker once 197 

after a moment of silence, to monitor for an ear flick or stop response. No response (0), difficulty in 198 

eliciting response (1), immediate response (2), abnormal response (3). 199 

17. Grip: (s). Place a mouse on a wire metal grid 1-2’ above ground, start a timer, shake the grid gently, 200 

rapidly flip it over and measure the time until the mouse falls off the grid. 201 

 202 

Flying saucer (running wheel) test 203 

A plastic flying saucer disk ( =13 cm) connected to an odometer (Model# SD-548B, Shenzhen Sunding 204 

Electron Co., Shenzhen, China) was positioned in a standard rat cage. The distance and time spent on 205 

the flying saucer were monitored over a period of 30 min. 206 

  207 

Open field test 208 

In the open field test, we monitored the position of a mouse freely moving in a white Plexiglas box (L 209 

46 cm  W 46 cm  H 38 cm). Each mouse was video monitored for 15 min using a Live! Cam Sync HD 210 

webcam (Model# VF0770; Creative Labs, Milpitas, CA). Videos were analyzed using AnyMaze (Stoelting, 211 

Wood Dale, IL).  212 

 213 
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Elevated plus maze test 214 

The elevated plus maze consisted of two open and two closed arms (L 35.6 cm x W 5 cm) that 215 

extended from a center platform (L 5 cm x W 5 cm) elevated 52 cm from the floor. Each mouse was 216 

placed in the center area of the elevated plus maze facing an open arm and allowed to move freely 217 

between the arms for 15 min. Each mouse was video monitored for 15 min using a Live! Cam Sync HD 218 

webcam (Model# VF0770; Creative Labs, Milpitas, CA). Videos were analyzed using AnyMaze (Stoelting, 219 

Wood Dale, IL). The number of entries and the amount of time spent in the open and closed arms were 220 

assessed as indices of anxiety-like behaviors.  221 

 222 

Marble-burying test 223 

We filled a mouse cage with 5 cm bedding material and on top of it we arranged 24 glass marbles 224 

( =0.6 cm) in a 4 6 grid (distance from cage walls=1.3 cm; distance between marbles=3.8 cm). Each 225 

mouse spent 30 min in this cage. At the end of this time, we counted the number of marbles that had 226 

≥50% of their top surface covered with bedding material.  227 

 228 

Real-time quantitative PCR 229 

We prepared acute brain slices from WT and EAAC1-/- mice of either sex (P16-24), deeply anesthetized 230 

with isoflurane and decapitated in accordance with SUNY Albany Animal Care and Use Committee 231 

guidelines. The brain was rapidly removed and placed in ice-cold slicing solution bubbled with 95% O2-232 

5% CO2, containing (in mM): 119 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4 H2O, 4 MgCl2, 26.2 NaHCO3, 1 233 

NaH2PO4, and 22 glucose; 320 mOsm; pH 7.4. Coronal brain slices (250 μm thick) were prepared using a 234 

vibrating blade microtome (VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The slices were 235 

transferred to an ice-cold RNA stabilizing solution (Cat# 76106, Qiagen, Valencia, CA) in which we 236 

separated the dorsolateral (DLS) from the ventromedial striatum (VMS). The total RNA was purified and 237 

transcribed into cDNA using Taq DNA polymerase (Cat# 201205, Qiagen, Valencia, CA), according to the 238 

manufacturer’s instructions. We measured transcriptional levels of Drd1a and Drd2 in triplicate samples 239 

using the TaqMan gene expression assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Each PCR reaction 240 

was run as a duplex reaction using the housekeeping gene Hprt1 as an internal control. We used the 241 

following primers to measure the amount of cDNA for Drd1a, Drd2 and Hprt: Drd1a (Cat# 242 

Mm02620146_s1, FAM-MGB), Drd2 (Cat# Mm00438545_m1, FAM-MGB), Slc1a1 (Cat# 243 

Mm00436587_m1, FAM-MGB), Hprt1 (Cat# Mm00446968_m1, VIC-MGB) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 244 

Waltham, MA). All reactions were either performed using the TaqMan Universal Master Mix II (Cat# 245 
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4440042; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) or nuclease-free water (Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, 246 

MO). Initial validation experiments were performed using a range of cDNA dilutions, to ensure similar 247 

amplification efficiency of all target cDNAs. A no template control (NTC), in which cDNA was omitted 248 

from the reaction mix, was used to monitor contamination and primer-dimer formation that could 249 

produce false positive results. In each experiment, the threshold cycle (CT) at which fluorescence from 250 

amplification exceeded the background fluorescence values was set within the exponential growth 251 

region of the amplification curve. Real-time quantitative PCR data were analyzed using the comparative 252 

CT method, as described by (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008). In each sample, we calculated the difference 253 

between the CT values (ΔCT) for Drd1a, Drd2 or Slc1a1 and the housekeeping gene Hprt. Then, we 254 

calculated the difference in the ΔCT values between the test and NTC samples and calculated 2-ΔCT. The 255 

ratio of these values was used to calculate the relative expression of different genes in samples from WT 256 

and EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 6). 257 

 258 

 Fluorescence labeling and imaging  259 

D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0, D1tdTomato/+, A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0, D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0:EAAC1-/-, D1tdTomato/+:EAAC1-/-, 260 

A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0:EAAC1-/- mice (P21-37) were deeply anesthetized with an I/P injection of pentobarbital (4 261 

mg/g (w/w); Cat# 54925-045-10, Med-Pharmex, Pomona, CA) and trans-cardially perfused with 20 ml 262 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 0.1 M and 20 ml 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (4% PFA/PBS) at 4 C. The 263 

dissected brains were post-fixed overnight at 4 C in 4% PFA/PBS and cryo-protected at 4 C in 30% 264 

sucrose/PBS. Coronal sections (40 μm thick) were prepared using a vibrating blade microtome (VT1200S, 265 

Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). All sections were post-fixed for 20 min at 4 C in 4% PFA/PBS. 266 

Sections used for cell density measures were then washed in PBS and mounted onto microscope slides 267 

using ProLong Gold anti-fade mounting medium (Cat #P36934, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 268 

or DAPI Fluoromount-G (Cat #0100-20, Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL). The sections were then 269 

blocked and permeabilized for 1 hour at room temperature (RT) in a solution of PBS containing horse 270 

serum 10%, bovine serum albumin (BSA) 3% and Triton X-100 0.5%. The primary antibody incubation 271 

was performed by incubating the sections overnight at 4°C in a solution of PBS containing horse serum 272 

3%, BSA 1% and Triton X-100 0.3% and one or more of the following primary antibodies: polyclonal 273 

rabbit anti-D1- or D2 dopamine receptor (1:100, RRID:AB_2039826 and RRID:AB_2039828, respectively; 274 

Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel). The secondary antibody incubation was performed for 2 hours at RT 275 

using Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (RRID:AB_2576217; Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted to 1:500 276 

in 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS. The brain sections were mounted onto microscope slides using ProLong Gold 277 
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antifade mountant (Cat# P36934, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) or DAPI Fluoromount-G (Cat 278 

#0100-20, Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL). Confocal images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM710 279 

inverted microscope equipped with 405 nm diode, 488 nm Ar and 561 nm DPSS lasers. All images 280 

(1024x1024 pixels) were acquired using a 63X oil immersion objective (N.A.=1.4) as averages of 16 281 

consecutive images.  282 

 283 

The image analysis was performed using the software Fiji (https://fiji.sc/). Cell density measures were 284 

obtained by counting the number of immuno-labelled D1R- and D2R-expressing medium spiny neurons 285 

(D1- and D2-MSNs, respectively) in matrix areas of the DLS and VMS. The proportion of D1- and D2-286 

MSNs was calculated as the ratio of D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0 or A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0 and the total number of cell nuclei 287 

labelled with DAPI (data not shown). The n-values reported in the text refer to the number of mice used 288 

for these experiments. Data were collected from at least three sections from each mouse. 289 

 290 

 291 

Western blot 292 

Western blot experiments were performed on protein extracts from the striatum of WT and EAAC1-/- 293 

mice of either sex (P21-36). Membrane and cytoplasmic protein extracts were obtained using the Mem-294 

PER Plus Membrane Protein Extraction Kit (Cat# 89842; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 295 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions, using a cocktail of protease and phosphatase inhibitors (10 296 

μl/ml, Cat# 78441; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The membrane protein extracts were used 297 

to measure protein levels of D1R and D2R (Fig. 7,10,11), mGluRI (Fig. 4K), GLAST and GLT-1 (data not 298 

shown). The cytoplasmic protein extracts were used to measure protein levels of the Dopamine- And 299 

cAMP-Regulated Phospho Protein 32 kDa (DARPP-32) and of its phosphorylated version (pDARPP-32; 300 

Fig. 7,10,11). The protein concentration was determined using spectrophotometer measures. We 301 

loaded equal amounts of proteins from WT and EAAC1-/- mice in acrylamide gels (50-100 μg proteins in 302 

10-12% acrylamide gels). The proteins were blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes 303 

(Cat# P2563; Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO) using a semi-dry blotting approach. The membranes were 304 

then blocked with 5% non-fat milk in TBST (pH=7.6) and probed using a primary antibody solution in 305 

which milk was replaced by BSA (5% BSA in TBST; pH=7.6). We used the following primary antibodies: 306 

rabbit anti D1R and D2R (1:200, RRID:AB_2039826 and RRID:AB_2039828 respectively; Alomone Labs, 307 

Jerusalem, Israel); rabbit anti mGluR5/1a (1:500, RRID:AB_2492152; PhosphoSolutions, Aurora, CO); 308 

rabbit anti GLAST (1:1,000, RRID:AB_10695722; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA); rabbit anti GLT-309 
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1 (1:1,000, RRID:AB_2190743; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA); rabbit anti DARPP-32 (1:1,000, 310 

RRID:AB_823479; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA); rabbit antibodies against different pDARPP-311 

32 isoforms (pDARPP-32T34, 1:500, Cat# 12438; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA), (pDARPP-32T75 312 

and pDARPP-32S97, 1:1,000, RRID:AB_2169010 and RRID:AB_11217633, respectively; Cell Signaling 313 

Technology, Danvers, MA), (pDARPP-32S130, 1:500, RRID:AB_2492070; PhosphoSolutions, Aurora, CO), 314 

mCherry (RRID:AB_2614470; Rockland Antibodies & Assays, Limerick, PA) and β-actin (1:1,000, 315 

RRID:AB_2223172, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA). The membranes were incubated with the 316 

primary antibodies overnight. The pDARPP-32S130 antibody was incubated at RT. All other antibodies 317 

were incubated at 4˚C. The secondary antibody incubation (biotinylated horse anti-rabbit IgG, 318 

RRID:AB_2336201; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) was performed for 1-2 hours at RT with 5% 319 

non-fat milk in TBST (pH=7.6). The following secondary antibody dilutions were used for different 320 

proteins (1:200 pDARPP-32T34; 1:500 mCherry; 1:1,000 for D2R, GLAST, GLT-1, pDARPP-32S130; 1:2,000 321 

mGluRI; 1:3,000 pDARPP-32T75; 1:4,000 D1R; 1:5,000 pDARPP-32S97, β-actin). Pre-adsorption 322 

experiments were performed using the control antigen provided by the supplier of the primary 323 

antibodies (Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (1 μg/ μg 324 

antibody). We amplified the immuno-labeling reactions with the Vectastain ABC kit (1:1,000 for 325 

pDARPP-32T34 and 1:2,000 for all other proteins, RRID:AB_2336819; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, 326 

CA) and the Clarity Western ECL (Cat# 170-5060; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) as a substrate for the peroxidase 327 

enzyme. For semi-quantitative analysis, protein band images were collected as 16 bit-images using a 328 

digital chemiluminescence imaging system (ChemiDoc, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA or c300, Azure Biosystems, 329 

Dublin, CA) at different exposures (0.5-200 s). Each image was converted to an 8-bit image for image 330 

analysis, which was performed using the software Fiji (https://fiji.sc/). Only images collected at exposure 331 

times that did not lead to pixel saturation were included in the analysis. The intensity of each band was 332 

calculated as the mean gray value in a region of interest (ROI) surrounding each band of interest, in 333 

three images collected using different exposure times. All band intensity values were normalized for the 334 

band intensity of β-actin in the same sample.  335 

 336 

Acute slice preparation, electrophysiology experiments and data analysis  337 

Acute coronal slices of the mouse striatum were obtained from WT and EAAC1-/- mice of either sex 338 

(P16-24), deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated in accordance with SUNY Albany Animal 339 

Care and Use Committee guidelines. The brain was rapidly removed and placed in ice-cold slicing 340 

solution bubbled with 95% O2-5% CO2, containing (in mM): 119 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4 H2O, 4 341 
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MgCl2, 26.2 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, and 22 glucose; 320 mOsm; pH 7.4. The slices (250 μm thick) were 342 

prepared using a vibrating blade microtome (VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Once 343 

prepared, the slices were stored in this solution in a submersion chamber at 36 C for 30 min and at RT 344 

for at least 30 min and up to 5 hours. Unless otherwise stated, the recording solution contained (in mM): 345 

119 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 26.2 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, 22 glucose; 300 mOsm; pH 7.4. This 346 

solution was also used to fill the glass capillaries used for extracellular field recordings. We identified the 347 

DLS under bright-field illumination using an upright fixed-stage microscope (BX51 WI, Olympus 348 

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Stimulating and recording electrodes were both placed in the DLS, 100 μm 349 

away from each other. Post-synaptic responses were evoked by delivering constant voltage electrical 350 

pulses (50 μs) through a stimulating bipolar stainless steel electrode (Cat# MX21AES(JD3); Frederick 351 

Haer Company, Bowdoin, ME). The resistance of the recording electrode was 1.5 M  and was 352 

monitored throughout the experiments. Data were discarded if the resistance changed more than 20% 353 

during the course of the experiment. Picrotoxin (100 μM) was added to the recording solution to block 354 

GABAA receptors. All recordings were obtained using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier and filtered at 10 KHz 355 

(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA), converted with an 18-bit 200 KHz A/D board (HEKA Instruments, 356 

Holliston, MA), digitized at 10 KHz and analyzed off-line with custom-made software (A.S.) written in 357 

IgorPro 6.36 (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Tetrodotoxin (TTX) was purchased from Alomone Labs 358 

(Cat# T-550; Jerusalem, Israel). 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide 359 

disodium salt (NBQX), DL-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV), (S)-(+)-α-Amino-4-carboxy-2-360 

methylbenzeneaceticacid (LY367385) and 2-Methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)pyridine hydrochloride (MPEP) 361 

were purchased from Tocris Bioscience (Cat# 1044, 0105/10, 1237/10 and 1212/10; Bristol, UK) and 362 

Hello Bio (Cat# HB0443, HB0251, HB0398, HB0426; Princeton, NJ). All other chemicals were purchased 363 

from Millipore Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All recordings were performed at RT.  364 

 365 

Stereotaxic intracranial injections 366 

Male and female D1Cre/+ and WT mice (P14-16) were anesthetized with isoflurane (induction: 5% in 367 

100% O2 at 1-2 l/min; maintenance: 3% in 100% O2 at 1-2 l/min) and placed in the stereotaxic frame of a 368 

motorized drill and injection robot (Neurostar, Tubingen, Germany). After making a skin incision and 369 

thinning the skull under aseptic conditions, we injected 100 nl of the AAV construct AAV-hSyn-DIO-370 

hM3D(Gq)-mCherry (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) unilaterally in either the left or right 371 

DLS using a Hamilton syringe at a rate of 100 nl/min. The non-injected striatum was used as an internal 372 

control. The injection coordinates from lambda were AP: -2.5 mm, ML: ±2.0 mm, DV: +5.0 mm. After the 373 
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stereotaxic injections, the mice were returned to their home cage for 7 days. Then, they received daily 374 

I/P injections of NaCl 0.9% (10 μl/g, v/w) for 7 days. Two weeks after the stereotaxic surgery, mice 375 

received a single I/P injection of CNO (5 mg/Kg in NaCl 0.9%) (Cat# BML-NS105-0005; Enzo Life Sciences, 376 

Farmingdale, NY). One hour after the CNO injection, we acquired videos to monitor the grooming 377 

behavior of the mice. Two hours after the CNO injections, we euthanized the mice to isolate the left and 378 

right striatum and cortex to be used for Western blot analysis.  379 

 380 

Computer modeling 381 

 382 

Kinetic model of mGluRI 383 

We used ChanneLab (Synaptosoft, Decatur, GA) to estimate the mGluRI open probability using a 384 

kinetic scheme of mGluRI activation (Marcaggi et al., 2009). An analytic approach was used to determine 385 

the relationship between glutamate transporter concentration and ambient glutamate concentration 386 

(Fig. 4L). Briefly, under steady-state conditions, the relationship between glutamate transporter and 387 

extracellular glutamate concentration can be described by a modified version of the Michaelis-Menten 388 

equation (Sun et al., 2014), as follows: 389 

 390 

 

 391 

In this equation, KM=27 μM (Sun et al., 2014). The proportionality constant A can be calculated by 392 

setting [Glutamate]=25 nM (the experimentally measured ambient glutamate concentration in the 393 

striatum (Chiu and Jahr, 2017)) and [Transporter]=140 μM (the estimated concentration of glutamate 394 

transporters in the brain (Lehre and Danbolt, 1998)). The data shown in Fig. 4L (blue) were normalized 395 

to obtain the normalized transporter concentration (y-axis) at different steady state ambient glutamate 396 

concentrations (x-axis). The analysis of this relationship was performed using custom software written in 397 

IgorPro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR; A.S.). 398 

 399 

3D Monte Carlo model of pDARPP-32 phosphorylation 400 

We used Blender (2.75) to create a simplified 3D mesh geometry which we used as an in silico 401 

representation of an excitatory post-synaptic terminal (i.e. spine head). This 3D geometry was shaped as 402 

a 1 μm3 volume sphere of radius r=0.62 μm, with reflective properties for any diffusing molecule (i.e. a 403 
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diffusing molecule contacting the sphere bounces back without disappearing from the simulation 404 

environment). This geometry was exported into Model Description Language (MDL) and was used in the 405 

MCell (3.4) 3D Monte Carlo simulation environment. At the beginning of each simulation, we released 406 

DARPP-32 and other protein kinases and phosphatases in the sphere, at the concentration specified in 407 

Table 6. We let the system equilibrate for 150 s to allow all molecules to diffuse evenly and equilibrate 408 

throughout the entire simulation environment (i.e. the sphere). After this equilibration time, we 409 

released Ca2+ (1 μM-1 mM) from the center of the sphere using single pulses or trains of 10 pulses (0.1-410 

10 Hz) as described in Fig. 8. The diffusion coefficient of Ca2+ was set to D*=2.2e-6 cm2/s (Allbritton et 411 

al., 1992). The diffusion coefficient of all other molecules was set to D*=5e-8 cm2/s (Li et al., 2015). The 412 

initial conditions (Table 6) and reactions (Table 7) were modeled according to the kinetic schemes 413 

reported by (Fernandez et al., 2006), to which we added new reactions for pDARPP-32S97. Briefly, 414 

DARPP-32 is phosphorylated in position T34 by the cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA; pDARPP-415 

32T34), in position T75 by the cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CdK5; pDARPP-32T75), in position S97 by casein 416 

kinase 2 (CK2; pDARPP-32S97) and in position S130 by casein kinase 1 (CK1; pDARPP-32S130). The 417 

phosphorylation of each position was independent of the phosphorylation state of other positions, as 418 

specified by the available kinetic parameters. Each simulation was run 100 times. Each run lasted 500 s 419 

and consisted of 5,000 iterations with a time step t=0.1 s. The concentration of each molecule in the 420 

sphere was monitored at every t. We used custom-made scripts written in Python 3.5 (A.S.) to execute 421 

each run and average the results obtained over multiple runs, which are shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, 422 

pDARPP-32S130 represents the sum of all pDARPP-32 states that have one phosphate group attached to 423 

position S130, regardless of the phosphorylation state of other sites.  424 

 425 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis 426 

Data are presented as mean±S.E.M, unless otherwise stated. All experiments were performed on 427 

multiple mice of either sex. Statistical significance was determined by Student’s paired or unpaired t-428 

test, as appropriate (IgorPro 6.36). Differences were considered significant at p<0.05 (*p<0.05; 429 

**p<0.01; ***p<0.001).  430 
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RESULTS 431 

The behavioral phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice 432 

As a first step in our analysis, we performed a comprehensive behavioral analysis of constitutive 433 

EAAC1 knockout mice (EAAC1-/-). These mice, originally developed by (Peghini et al., 1997), were 434 

obtained by inserting a pgk neomycin resistance cassette in the Slc1a1 gene, which encodes the 435 

neuronal glutamate transporter EAAC1. We assessed their general phenotype and tested for the 436 

presence of traits that might be indicative of compulsive behaviors. In the SHIRPA screen, we assessed 437 

the presence of disturbances in gait, posture, muscle tone deficits and abnormalities in motor control 438 

and coordination (Fig. 1). We performed this analysis on mice aged P14-35, to cover a wide range of 439 

ages starting when EAAC1 reaches its peak expression in the striatum at P14 (Furuta et al., 1997) and 440 

ending two weeks after glutamatergic cortico-striatal synapses and dopamine receptors and terminals 441 

complete their maturation at P21 (Hattori and McGeer, 1973; Stamford, 1989; Teicher et al., 1995; 442 

Sharpe and Tepper, 1998). The results of the SHIRPA screen evidenced subtle motor deficits that had not 443 

been reported when the mice were first generated and characterized (Peghini et al., 1997). These subtle 444 

abnormalities were present throughout the entire P14-35 age range and could be detected when 445 

pooling data from EAAC1-/- mice of either sex (Fig. 1) and when analyzing male and female mice 446 

separately (Figure 1-1).  447 

 448 

The overall level of motor activity, measured as distance travelled and time spent on a running wheel, 449 

was similar in WT and EAAC1-/- mice (p=0.35 and p=0.12, respectively; Fig. 2A). Consistent with these 450 

findings, the total distance travelled by WT and EAAC1-/- mice in an open field test was also similar 451 

(p=0.28; Fig. 2B, middle). What we noticed while performing this test, however, was that the EAAC1-/- 452 

mice were less immobile (**p=4.6e-3), because they fidgeted when they resided in a given spot of the 453 

open field arena (Fig. 2B, right). This restless behavior can be indicative of increased anxiety-like and 454 

motor behaviors in EAAC1-/- mice. This hypothesis was supported by data collected using the elevated 455 

plus maze test. EAAC1- - mice showed an increased proportion of entries in the closed arms (**p=0.006; 456 

Fig. 2C) and spent more time here than in the open arms (*p=0.019; Fig. 2D). These results suggest that 457 

EAAC1-/- mice show increased anxiety-like behaviors. Consistent with these findings, EAAC1-/- mice 458 

buried more marbles than age-matched WT mice in the marble burying test (***p=3.9e-11; Fig. 2E), 459 

another test used to detect anxiety-like behaviors in mice (Angoa-Perez et al., 2013). The different 460 

behavior of WT and EAAC1-/- mice could be detected across the entire age range of mice that we tested 461 

(**p=5.5e-3; Fig. 2F). Similar results to the ones described in Fig. 2 were also observed when analyzing 462 
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male and female mice separately (Figure 2-1). Together, the results described so far, which were 463 

collected using different and complementary behavioral tests, indicate that EAAC1-/- mice have 464 

increased anxiety-like behaviors than WT mice. However, none of these tests points to the presence of 465 

specific abnormalities in behaviors controlled specifically by the striatum.  466 

 467 

The striatum exerts a unique role in the control of rule-governed sequential behaviors, including 468 

sequential patterned strokes performed during grooming, which are reminiscent of the ritual hand-469 

washing behaviors of patients with OCD (Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Kalueff et al., 2016). 470 

Interestingly, the striatum is also one of the brain regions that shows hyperactivity in patients with OCD 471 

and that has the highest expression levels of EAAC1 (Danbolt, 2001; Holmseth et al., 2012). When 472 

monitoring mice using a video-camera positioned below the behavioral arena, we noticed that EAAC1-/- 473 

mice groomed more frequently than WT mice (WT: 6.7±0.7e-3 Hz (n=23), EAAC1-/-: 11.3±0.8e-3 Hz 474 

(n=42), ***p=4.9e-5). The duration of each grooming episode was similar to that of WT mice (WT: 475 

55.2±6.7 s (n=42), EAAC1-/-: 45.4±3.5 s (n=72), p=0.200; Fig. 3A-D). These results could not be attributed 476 

to the use of behavioral arenas with transparent floors (see Methods), because similar results were 477 

obtained when the mice were monitored using a camera positioned above standard mouse cages 478 

(grooming frequency WT: 7.6±0.5e-3 Hz (n=39), p=0.34; EAAC1-/-: 9.5±0.6e-3 Hz (n=89), p=0.07; WT vs 479 

EAAC1-/- *p=0.024; data not shown). The increased grooming frequency in EAAC1-/- mice did not lead to 480 

consistent hair loss or skin lesions associated with other pathological conditions, including 481 

trichotillomania (Welch et al., 2007; Feusner et al., 2009). When grooming, the paws of EAAC1-/- mice 482 

performed shorter trajectories (WT: 153.3±14.3 mm (n=36), EAAC1-/-: 47.9±6.0 mm (n=43), ***p=1.6e-6; 483 

Fig. 3E,F), suggesting that the execution of fine movements performed during grooming is disrupted in 484 

these mice.  485 

 486 

Previous work in rats and mice indicates that each grooming episode consists of distinct phases 487 

characterized by the execution of specific types of patterned strokes (Kalueff et al., 2007). These 488 

different strokes can be classified in six different phases through which mice groom in an orderly 489 

sequence along the rostro-caudal axis of their body, from paws to tail (Kalueff et al., 2007). According to 490 

this classification, Phase 0 includes the time intervals during which mice do not groom. Phases 1-5 491 

describe phases during which mice groom their front paws, face, toes, hind legs and tail/genitals, 492 

respectively (Kalueff et al., 2007). The grooming episodes of EAAC1-/- mice contained a larger number of 493 

phases than in WT mice (WT: 9.6±0.6 (n=87), EAAC1-/-: 14.7±1.0 (n=86), ***p=2.9e-5; Fig. 3G). The order 494 
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of progression from one phase to the next one was disrupted in EAAC1-/- mice, due to the presence of an 495 

increased proportion of incorrect transitions (WT: 0.49±0.02 (n=83), EAAC1-/-: 0.54±0.01 (n=85), 496 

*p=0.021; Fig. 3H). EAAC1-/- mice spent less time in Phase 0 (WT: 3.4±0.3 s (n=22), EAAC1-/-: 2.3±0.2 497 

(n=34), *p=0.013), Phase 2 (WT: 17.5±2.1 s (n=73), EAAC1-/-: 7.6±0.7 s (n=82), ***p=2.7e-5), Phase 3 498 

(WT: 7.9±0.6 s (n=64), EAAC1-/-: 5.6±0.7 s (n=65), *p=0.020) and Phase 5 (WT: 8.0±0.7 (n=30), EAAC1-/-: 499 

3.9±0.4 s (n=29), ***p=4.8e-6; Fig. 3I). WT mice spent most of their grooming time rubbing their torso, 500 

whereas EAAC1-/- mice mostly licked their paws (Fig. 3J). The increased grooming frequency and the 501 

disrupted syntactic structure of grooming episodes point to potential functional abnormalities in the 502 

striatum of EAAC1-/- mice and suggest that EAAC1 might contribute to altered execution of stereotyped 503 

motor behaviors largely controlled by the striatum.  504 

 505 

EAAC1 shapes synaptic transmission and plasticity in the striatum 506 

We directly tested the hypothesis that EAAC1 controls striatal function ex vivo by obtaining 507 

extracellular field recordings in acute brain slices containing the DLS, a domain of the striatum 508 

specifically implicated with habit learning (Barnes et al., 2005; Yin et al., 2005; Yin et al., 2006). We 509 

stimulated excitatory synaptic afferents by positioning a bipolar stimulating electrode in the DLS, 100-510 

200 μm away from the recording electrode (Fig. 4A) and added the GABAA receptor blocker picrotoxin 511 

(100 μM) to the extracellular solution to isolate excitatory from inhibitory responses. The extracellular 512 

recordings consist of a short-latency fiber volley (FV) followed by a longer lasting population spike (PS), 513 

as described by (Misgeld et al., 1979). We first confirmed that: (1) blocking action potential propagation 514 

with the voltage-gated sodium channel blocker TTX (1 μM) abolished both the FV and PS (Fig. 4B); (2) 515 

the GluA antagonist NBQX (10 μM) blocked the PS but not the FV (Fig. 4C); (3) TTX, applied in the 516 

presence of NBQX, blocked the FV (Fig. 4C).  517 

 518 

In the hippocampus, EAAC1 limits extra-synaptic GluN activation (Scimemi et al., 2009). To test for a 519 

similar role of EAAC1 in the DLS, we monitored the effect of the competitive, high-affinity GluN 520 

antagonist APV (50 μM) on field recordings (Fig. 4D,E). APV did not induce a significant change in the FV 521 

(Norm FV amp WT: 1.03±0.08 (n=12), EAAC1-/-: 1.10±0.05 (n=9), p=0.41; Fig. 4D,E) and PS/FV amplitude 522 

ratio (Norm PS/FV amp WT: 0.99±0.09 (n=12), EAAC1-/-: 1.02±0.08 (n=9), p=0.82; Fig. 4D,E), consistent 523 

with the limited involvement of GluN receptors in mediating synaptic transmission at excitatory 524 

synapses in the striatum (Sung et al., 2001b). We performed additional control experiments to 525 

determine whether this result could be due to compensatory up-regulation of glial glutamate 526 
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transporters in the absence of EAAC1, which could also limit GluN activation. However, we did not find 527 

any significant difference in the protein expression level of glial glutamate transporters GLAST (Norm 528 

GLAST EAAC1-/-/WT: 1.02±0.09 (n=10), p=0.81) and GLT-1 (Norm GLT-1 EAAC1-/-/WT: 1.07±0.23 (n=8), 529 

p=0.77) in protein extracts from the striatum of WT and EAAC1-/- mice (data not shown). 530 

 531 

The results of the electrophysiology experiments are important because they suggest that the 532 

mechanisms by which EAAC1 controls excitatory transmission in the DLS may be different from the ones 533 

described in the hippocampus (Scimemi et al., 2009). Other types of glutamate receptors, like the 534 

metabotropic group I receptors (mGluRI), are expressed at high levels in extra-synaptic regions along the 535 

plasma membrane of striatal neurons (Paquet and Smith, 2003). These receptors are known to 536 

modulate cell excitability through a variety of mechanisms including suppression of potassium channels 537 

(e.g. IAHP, IM, Ileak and Islow) (Charpak et al., 1990; Womble and Moises, 1994; Ikeda et al., 1995; Luthi et 538 

al., 1997) and calcium channels (Crepel et al., 1994; Kammermeier et al., 2000). Although blocking 539 

mGluRI with type 1 and 5 mGluR antagonists did not affect the amplitude of the FV and PS in WT mice 540 

(Norm FV amp WT: 1.08±0.05 (n=13), EAAC1-/-: 1.06±0.08 (n=16), p=0.85; Fig. 4F,G), it significantly 541 

increased the PS/FV amplitude ratio in EAAC1-/- mice (Norm FV amp WT: 0.91±0.09 (n=13), EAAC1-/-: 542 

1.21±0.06 (n=16), **p=3.4e-3, WT vs EAAC1-/- *p=0.012; Fig. 4F,G). We used separate control 543 

experiments to rule out that these results were due to time-dependent changes in the FV and PS/FV 544 

amplitude over the course of our experiments (Fig. 4H,I). To do this, we obtained extracellular 545 

recordings without adding any drug to the external solution apart from picrotoxin. There was no 546 

significant time-dependent change in the FV amplitude (Norm FV amp WT: 0.99±0.06 (n=8), p=0.93; 547 

Norm FV amp EAAC1-/-: 1.12±0.09 (n=7), p=0.24; WT vs EAAC1-/- p=0.28) and PS/FV amplitude ratio, in 548 

WT and EAAC1-/- mice (Norm PS/FV amp WT: 1.16±0.07 (n=8), p=0.058; Norm PS/FV amp EAAC1-/-: 549 

1.16±0.17 (n=7), p=0.38; WT vs EAAC1-/- p=1.00; Fig. 4H,I). This suggests that the different sensitivity to 550 

mGluRI antagonists of the PS/FV ratio in EAAC1-/- mice is not biased by potential time-dependent 551 

changes in our recordings. By obtaining input-output curves, we confirmed that the effect of mGluRI 552 

antagonists could be detected over a broad range of stimulus intensities in EAAC1-/- (n=16) but not in WT 553 

mice (n=13, **p=2.1e-3; Fig. 4J).  554 

 555 

The increased PS/FV sensitivity to mGluRI antagonists might be explained by increased mGluRI 556 

expression or by increased extracellular glutamate concentration in EAAC1-/- mice. However, Western 557 

blot analysis showed that the mGluRI protein expression level is similar in WT and EAAC1-/- mice (Norm 558 
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band intensity WT: 1±0.13 (n=6), EAAC1-/-: 1.23±0.23 (n=8), p=0.41; Fig. 4K). To determine whether 559 

there might be an increase in the extracellular glutamate concentration in the absence of EAAC1, we 560 

measured tonic GluN currents at hyperpolarized potentials, to ensure glutamate transport via post-561 

synaptic EAAC1 (Wadiche et al., 1995; Zerangue and Kavanaugh, 1996). Briefly, we voltage clamped 562 

MSNs at -70 mV in the presence of Mg2+-free external solution containing blockers of GABAA (picrotoxin, 563 

100 μM) and GluA receptors (NBQX, 10 μM) and measured the change in the holding current evoked by 564 

blocking GluN receptors with APV (50 μM). We did not detect any significant change in the tonic GluN 565 

current (WT: 10.1±4.1 pA (n=6), EAAC1-/-: 15.8±9.3 pA (n=6), p=0.59) and tonic GluN current density 566 

(tonic current/cell capacitance) in WT and EAAC1-/- mice (WT: 0.55±0.43 pA/pF (n=6), EAAC1-/-: 0.36±0.19 567 

pA/pF (n=6), p=0.70). Is this result consistent with our knowledge of mGluRI kinetics of activation and of 568 

glutamate transporter control of ambient glutamate concentration? We addressed this question using a 569 

modeling approach. First, we estimated the mGluRI open probability over a broad range of extracellular 570 

glutamate concentrations using a kinetic model of mGluRI ((Marcaggi et al., 2009); Fig. 4L). Second, we 571 

calculated the mGluRI open probability at the experimentally-measured extracellular glutamate 572 

concentration in the striatum ( 25 nM; (Chiu and Jahr, 2017)) and the estimated concentration of 573 

glutamate transporters ( 140 μM; (Lehre and Danbolt, 1998)). Third, we used steady-state equations to 574 

determine the effect of a progressive reduction in the glutamate transporter concentration on the 575 

extracellular glutamate concentration and the mGluRI open probability. The results show that the 576 

mGluRI open probability is very low (Po 6e-4) when the glutamate transporter concentration is 140 μM 577 

(i.s. Norm [Transporter=1]) and the extracellular glutamate concentration is 25 nM. Reducing the 578 

glutamate transporter concentration by 5%, consistent with the expected change in glutamate 579 

transporter concentration in the absence of EAAC1 (Danbolt, 2001), would cause at most a 10 nM 580 

increase in the ambient glutamate concentration (Fig. 4L). This increase in ambient glutamate 581 

concentration does not cause a significant change in the mGluRI open probability. Therefore, the results 582 

of the Western blot analysis and the modeling suggest that the increased contribution of mGluRI to the 583 

PS/FV ratio in EAAC1-/- mice is not due to either increased mGluRI expression or increased tonic mGluRI 584 

activation. Instead, it is consistent with increased phasic activation of mGluRI in the absence of EAAC1.  585 

 586 

The effect of EAAC1 on mGluRI activation is noteworthy because the activation of different types of 587 

glutamate receptors in the DLS is crucial for the expression of long-term plasticity. Here, long-term 588 

potentiation (LTP) relies on GluN and D1R activation (Calabresi et al., 1992a; Partridge et al., 2000; 589 

Spencer and Murphy, 2000). Long-term depression (LTD) relies on mGluRI and D2R activation and on 590 
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post-synaptic calcium influx via L-type calcium channels (Calabresi et al., 1992b; Gubellini et al., 2001; 591 

Sung et al., 2001a). In our experiments, high-frequency stimulation (HFS; 100 Hz x 1 s) of the DLS evoked 592 

LTD or LTP, depending on the extracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]o; Fig. 5A). In WT mice, HFS 593 

induced LTP at a calcium concentration that mimics the one found in the cerebrospinal fluid ([Ca2+]o=1.2 594 

mM; Norm PS/FV amp WT: 1.21±0.09 (n=7), *p=0.047). HFS did not induce long-term plasticity at 595 

[Ca2+]o=2.5 mM (Norm PS/FV amp WT: 1.09±0.07 (n=7), p=0.22). Increasing the extracellular calcium 596 

concentration to [Ca2+]o= 3.5 mM led to a robust LTD, likely because of the increased driving force for 597 

post-synaptic calcium influx (Norm PS/FV amp WT: 0.84±0.06 (n=11), *p=0.032; Fig. 5A,C). In EAAC1-/- 598 

mice, HFS did not induce any form of plasticity at any of the tested extracellular calcium concentrations 599 

(Norm PS/FV amp [Ca2+]o=1.2 mM EAAC1-/-: 1.04±0.06 (n=8), p=0.50; [Ca2+]o=2.5 mM EAAC1-/-: 0.96±0.04 600 

(n=12), p=0.28; [Ca2+]o=3.5 mM EAAC1-/-: 1.05±0.06 (n=7), p=0.46; Fig. 5B,D). Loss of LTD in EAAC1-/- mice 601 

is consistent with altered mGluRI activation. However, loss of LTP suggests that other receptors, in 602 

addition to mGluRI, might be disrupted in the absence of EAAC1. Therefore, we performed additional 603 

experiments to determine what molecular mechanism could account for the loss of LTP in the DLS of 604 

EAAC1-/- mice. 605 

 606 

 EAAC1 promotes dopamine receptor expression 607 

 Loss of LTP in EAAC1-/- mice is surprising because this form of plasticity in the striatum does not 608 

require mGluRI, but GluN and D1R activation. The electrophysiology experiments in Fig. 4 do not 609 

support a different contribution of GluN receptors to excitatory synaptic transmission in the DLS of 610 

EAAC1-/- mice, and therefore point to an effect of EAAC1 on D1Rs. To test this hypothesis, we measured 611 

the mRNA (Fig. 6) and protein levels of D1R and D2R (Fig. 7) in the striatum of WT and EAAC1-/- mice, 612 

using Real-Time quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) and Western blot analysis, 613 

respectively. The sensitivity of the qRT-PCR technique was validated by measuring mRNA levels for the 614 

Slc1a1 gene, encoding EAAC1, in the striatum of WT and EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 6A-D). We confirmed that 615 

the mRNA level of EAAC1 was negligible in EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 6A-C; Norm Slc1a1 EAAC1-/-/WT: 616 

0.05±0.01 (n=5), ***p=1.5e-7) and that the mRNA levels of EAAC1 were similar in the DLS and VMS 617 

(p=0.42; Fig. 6D). The mRNA level of D1R in the entire striatum, not D2R, was significantly reduced in 618 

EAAC1-/- compared to WT mice (Norm Drd1a EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.65±0.10 (n=11), **p=5.0e-3; Norm Drd2 619 

EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.89±0.14 (n=11), p=0.48; Fig. 6E-G). Similar results were obtained when we analyzed the 620 

DLS and VMS separately, for D1R (Norm DLS Drd1a EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.82±0.06 (n=6), *p=0.037; Norm VMS 621 

Drd1a EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.53±0.08 (n=6), **p=1.6e-3; Fig. 6H-J) and D2R (Norm DLS Drd2 EAAC1-/-/WT: 622 
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1.15±0.33 (n=6), p=0.32; Norm VMS Drd2 EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.79±0.29 (n=6), p=0.14; Fig. 6K-M), suggesting 623 

that they are widespread throughout the entire striatal formation.  624 

 625 

 Changes in D1R mRNA might be associated with altered D1R protein expression, which we tested 626 

using Western blot analysis. As a first step, we validated the sensitivity and specificity of the antibodies 627 

directed against D1R and D2R. First, we performed immuno-labeling experiments on striatal sections 628 

from mice in which the genetically encoded red fluorescent protein (RFP) mCherry was selectively 629 

expressed either in D1- or D2-MSNs (data not shown). In the DLS, the anti-D1R antibody labelled a 630 

significant proportion of RFP-expressing cells in sections from D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0 mice (0.70±0.08 (n=4)) and a 631 

very small proportion of RFP-expressing cells in sections from A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0 mice (0.09±0.03 (n=3)). The 632 

vast majority of immuno-labelled cells were RFP-expressing D1-MSNs (0.84±0.04 (n=4)), not D2-MSNs 633 

(0.13±0.03 (n=3)). Likewise, the anti-D2R antibody labelled a significant proportion of RFP-expressing 634 

cells in sections from A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0 mice (0.83±0.07 (n=4)) and a very small proportion of RFP-635 

expressing cells in sections from D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0 mice (0.08±0.04 (n=3)). The vast majority of immuno-636 

labelled cells were RFP-expressing D2-MSNs (0.89±0.07 (n=4)), not D1-MSNs (0.14±0.05 (n=3)). These 637 

data showed that the anti-D1R/D2R antibodies are sensitive and specific. To validate their specificity in 638 

Western blot analysis, we compared the D1R protein expression in the striatum and in the cortex, where 639 

D1R and D2R are less abundantly expressed (Gong et al., 2003; Gong et al., 2007) (data not shown). 640 

Accordingly, the protein expression of D1R was significantly lower in the cortex compared to the 641 

striatum (Norm D1R striatum: 1.00±0.15 (n=8), Norm D1R cortex: 0.60±0.08 (n=8), *p=0.037). Similar 642 

results were obtained when using the anti-D2R antibody (Norm D2R striatum: 1.00±0.10 (n=14), Norm 643 

D2R cortex: 0.69±0.08 (n=16), *p=0.022). If the antibodies used for these experiments specifically 644 

labelled D1R or D2R bands, these bands should no longer be detected after pre-incubating the 645 

antibodies with their corresponding control peptide antigen. Consistent with this hypothesis, no band 646 

was detected by either antibody in pre-adsorption experiments (Norm D1R peptide: 0.07±0.01 (n=7), 647 

***p=3.7e-4, Norm D2R peptide: 0.13±0.07 (n=7), ***p=1.1e-6). Having confirmed the specificity of our 648 

antibodies, we asked whether the reduced D1R mRNA levels were associated with altered D1R protein 649 

levels in EAAC1-/- mice. Consistent with the qRT-PCR data, we detected lower levels of D1R in protein 650 

extracts from the entire striatum of EAAC1- - mice, while there was no change in D2R expression (Norm 651 

D1R EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.69±0.03 (n=8), ***p=2.7e-4; Norm D2R EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.86±0.16 (n=8), p=0.51; Fig. 652 

7A).  653 

 654 
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 To determine whether the reduced of D1R protein expression could be consequent to loss of D1-MSNs 655 

in EAAC1-/- mice, we compared the proportion and density of RFP-expressing cells in D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0 and 656 

D1Cre/+:Ai9Tg/0:EAAC1-/- mice, D1tdTomato/+ and D1tdTomato/+:EAAC1-/- mice, A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0 and 657 

A2ACre/+:Ai9Tg/0:EAAC1-/- mice (data not shown). The proportion of RFP-expressing cells was calculated as 658 

the ratio between red cells (expressing RFPs) and blue cells (labelled with DAPI), whereas the density of 659 

RFP-expressing cells was calculated as the number of red cells in the matrix region of the DLS. There was 660 

no significant difference in the density of RFP-expressing D1-MSNs in WT and EAAC1-/- mice, in the DLS 661 

(WT: 0.81e-3±7.10e-5 μm-2 (n=11), EAAC1-/- 0.83e-3±0.12e-3 μm-2 (n=6), p=0.90) and VMS (WT: 0.69e-662 

3±0.11e-3 μm-2 (n=6), EAAC1-/- 0.99e-3±8.15e-5 μm-2 (n=6), p=0.073). The proportion of D1-MSNs was 663 

also similar in WT and EAAC1-/- mice in the DLS (WT: 0.39±0.03 (n=11), EAAC1-/-: 0.41±0.03 (n=6), p=0.64) 664 

and VMS (WT: 0.31±0.06 (n=7), EAAC1-/-: 0.45±0.02 (n=6), p=0.055). Similar results were obtained when 665 

measuring the density of RFP-expressing D2-MSNs in the presence and absence of EAAC1, in the DLS 666 

(WT: 1.12e-3±3.78e-5 μm-2 (n=6), EAAC1-/- 1.07e-3±5.94e-5 μm-2 (n=5), p=0.14) and VMS (WT: 0.89e-667 

3±3.38e-5 μm-2 (n=6), EAAC1-/- 0.86e-3±2.61e-5 μm-2 (n=5), p=0.58). The density of D2-MSNs was larger 668 

in the DLS than in the VMS, but this difference was present in both WT (WT DLS: 1.2e-3±3.8e-5 (n=6), 669 

VMS: 3.9e-4±3.4e-5 (n=6), **p=1.7e-4) and EAAC1-/- mice (EAAC1-/- DLS: 1.1e-3±5.9e-5 (n=5), VMS: 0.9e-670 

3±2.6e-5 (n=5), *p=0.022) and the proportion of D2-MSNs was also similar in WT and EAAC1-/- mice, in 671 

the DLS (WT: 0.40±0.01 (n=6), EAAC1-/-: 0.40±0.02 (n=5), p=0.93) and VMS (WT: 0.38±0.02 (n=6), 672 

EAAC1-/-: 0.40±0.01 (n=5), p=0.31). Together, these results suggest that loss of EAAC1 is not associated 673 

with altered density of D1- or D2-MSNs. Therefore, the reduced D1R expression in EAAC1-/- mice might 674 

be due to altered trafficking and internalization of D1R from the cell membrane. 675 

 676 

 The expression of dopamine receptors is subject to intracellular regulation by a variety of signaling 677 

molecules including the phosphoprotein DARPP-32, which has been suggested to act as a robust 678 

integrator of glutamatergic and dopaminergic transmission (Gould and Manji, 2005; Fernandez et al., 679 

2006)). Although the total level of DARPP-32 was similar in WT and EAAC1-/- mice (Norm DARPP-32 680 

EAAC1-/-/WT: 1.00±0.05 (n=12), p=0.92; Fig. 7B), the ability of this protein to modulate dopaminergic 681 

and glutamatergic signaling depends not only on its abundance but on its phosphorylation state 682 

(Greengard et al., 1999). The signaling cascades that modulate the phosphorylation state of DARPP-32 683 

include the Gq signaling cascades activated by mGluRI (Liu et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2002; Svenningsson et 684 

al., 2004; Nishi et al., 2005). Out of the four known phosphorylation sites of DARPP-32 (T34, T75, S97 685 

and S130), the only one differentially phosphorylated in EAAC1-/- mice was pDARPP-32S130 (pDARPP-686 
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32S130 WT: 0.28±0.08 (n=14), EAAC1-/-: 0.60±0.10 (n=17), *p=0.024; Fig. 7C). The almost 3-fold increase in 687 

pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation indicates that the phosphorylation pattern of pDARPP-32 is profoundly 688 

disrupted in the absence of EAAC1 (Norm pDARPP-32S130 EAAC1-/-/WT: 2.70±0.44 (n=14), **p=2.1e-3; 689 

Fig. 7D,E).  690 

 691 

Is it plausible that changes in signaling pathways coupled to mGluRI, known to activate phospholipase 692 

C (PLC), stimulate the generation of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and mobilize calcium from internal 693 

stores (Casabona et al., 1997), would increase pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation? We addressed this 694 

question using a modeling approach based on 3D reaction-diffusion Monte Carlo simulations of calcium 695 

diffusion and DARPP-32 phosphorylation (Fig. 8). We modelled the geometry of the post-synaptic 696 

terminal as a 1 μm3 sphere, consistent with the average volume of spine heads of striatal neurons 697 

(Forlano and Woolley, 2010). At the beginning of each simulation, the sphere contained 3,000 DARPP-32 698 

molecules and a number of protein kinases and phosphatases known to modulate the phosphorylation 699 

state of DARPP-32 (Table 6). We then allowed the system to equilibrate for 150 s. Under these baseline 700 

conditions, the resting concentration of pDARPP-32S130 was 10 nM. We then released variable amounts 701 

of calcium (1 μM-1 mM) from the center of the sphere to simulate the intracellular calcium rise coupled 702 

to mGluRI activation. Single pulses or trains of 10 pulses (0.1-10 Hz) evoked a detectable increase 703 

pDARPP-32S130, suggesting that the altered activation of Gq signaling pathways coupled to mGluRI and 704 

the consequent increase in intracellular calcium concentration can alter pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation. 705 

 706 

EAAC1 controls plasticity and dopamine receptor expression via signaling pathways coupled to 707 

mGluRI activation 708 

If the loss of synaptic plasticity (Fig. 5), reduced D1R expression (Fig. 6, 7A), altered phosphorylation of 709 

DARPP-32 (Fig. 7B-E) and disrupted grooming behaviors in EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 3) were all triggered by 710 

increased mGluRI activation (Fig. 4), we would expect to convert the functional phenotype of EAAC1-/- 711 

into that of WT mice by blocking mGluRI. Consistent with this hypothesis, blocking mGluRI with 712 

LY367385 (50 μM) and MPEP (10 μM) rescued LTP and LTD in EAAC1-/- mice (Norm PS/FV amp 713 

[Ca2+]o=1.2 mM: 1.28±0.11 (n=22), *p=0.015; Norm PS/FV amp [Ca2+]o=2.5 mM: 1.08±0.08 (n=12), 714 

p=0.36; Norm PS/FV amp [Ca2+]o=3.5 mM: 0.84±0.05 (n=8), *p=0.018; Fig. 9). This pharmacological 715 

treatment also rescued D1R expression (Norm D1R EAAC1-/-: 1.13±0.13 (n=9), p=0.35; Norm D2R EAAC1-716 
/-: 1.33±0.14 (n=7), p=0.06; Fig. 10A) and reduced pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation (Norm pDARPP-32S130 717 

EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.37±0.11 (n=9), ***p=2.1e-4; Fig. 10C-E). These findings are consistent with an effect of 718 
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mGluRI on pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation (Liu et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2002). However, this broad 719 

pharmacological approach also induced a significant reduction in the total level of DARPP-32 (Norm 720 

DARPP-32: 0.87±0.04 (n=9), *p=0.029; Fig. 10B) and a decrease in pDARPP-32T75 phosphorylation (Norm 721 

pDARPP-32T75 EAAC1-/-/WT: 0.45±0.05 (n=12), ***p=1.0e-5; Fig. 10C-E). These effects were not detected 722 

in EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 7) and may be consequent to the widespread blockade of mGluRI in multiple 723 

regions of the brain still present in slice preparations. For this reason, we felt compelled to test more 724 

specific approaches that could recapitulate more faithfully the molecular and behavioral phenotype of 725 

EAAC1-/- mice. 726 

 727 

Activation of signaling pathways coupled to mGluRI recapitulates the molecular and behavioral 728 

phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice in WT mice 729 

In the striatum, mGluRI are expressed in both D1- and D2-MSNs (Tallaksen-Greene et al., 1998). The 730 

observed reduction of D1R expression in EAAC1-/- mice (Fig. 7A), however, suggests a higher sensitivity 731 

to mGluRI activation in D1- compared to D2-MSNs. If this were true, we would expect cell-specific 732 

activation of G-protein coupled signaling cascades activated by mGluRI in D1-MSNs to mimic closely the 733 

molecular and behavioral phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice. This hypothesis can be tested by using a 734 

chemogenetic approach, based on the combined use of BAC transgenic mouse lines and Designer 735 

Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs) (Armbruster et al., 2007). The conditional 736 

expression of DREADDS in D1Cre/+ mice allowed us to activate Gq signaling cascades like those coupled to 737 

mGluRI exclusively in D1-MSNs. To accomplish this goal, we performed unilateral stereotaxic injections 738 

of AAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry in the DLS of D1Cre/+ mice aged P14-16 (Fig. 11, left). We confirmed 739 

the successful DREADDs transfection of the injected striatum by measuring the expression of the 740 

mCherry protein in the striatum and cortex of the injected and non-injected brain. The non-injected 741 

striatum and the adjacent cortex were not expected to express mCherry, and were used as internal 742 

controls to confirm the accuracy of the stereotaxic injections in the DLS, not in the adjacent cortex. One 743 

week after the surgery, the mice were habituated to daily I/P saline injections, to prevent any bias of our 744 

results due to acute stress responses to the I/P injections of the DREADD activator CNO two weeks after 745 

surgery. DREADD activation is maximal 1-1.5 hours after the CNO injection and starts declining after 3 746 

hours (Gomez et al., 2017; Raper et al., 2017). Therefore, any effect of CNO is likely to happen within 747 

this time window. One hour after the CNO injections, we video monitored the mice to measure their 748 

grooming activity and then sacrificed them two hours after the CNO injection, to extract the striatum for 749 

Western blot analysis (Fig. 11A). We then measured the protein levels of mCherry, D1R, D2R and 750 
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pDARPP-32 and compared their expression levels in the injected and non-injected striatum and cortex 751 

(Fig. 11B-D left). We detected a substantial increase in mCherry expression only in the injected striatum 752 

of D1Cre/+ mice, not in the adjacent cortex, confirming the accuracy of our stereotaxic injections 753 

(hM3D(Gq) Cortex: 1.22±0.20 (n=10), p=0.28; hM3D(Gq) Striatum: 2.89±0.80 (n=10), *p=0.040; Fig. 11B, 754 

left). DREADD-mediated activation of Gq signaling cascades led to reduced D1R expression (hM3D(Gq): 755 

0.79±0.07 (n=9), *p=0.013), without affecting D2R expression (hM3D(Gq): 0.91±0.10 (n=8), p=0.35; Fig. 756 

11C, left). Gq signaling activation in D1-MSNs also caused a significant and specific increase in the 757 

phosphorylation of pDARPP-32S130 in D1Cre/+ mice (hM3D(Gq): 2.48±0.49 (n=11), **p=5.6e-3; Fig. 11D, 758 

left). These results show that D1-MSN, cell-specific activation of Gq signaling cascades like the ones 759 

activated by mGluRI can lead to increased phosphorylation of pDARPP-32S130 and reduced D1R 760 

expression similar to what we observed in EAAC1-/- mice, possibly because of increased D1R 761 

internalization.  762 

 763 

As an additional test of our hypothesis, we performed stereotaxic injections of AAV-hSyn-DIO-764 

hM3D(Gq)-mCherry in the DLS of A2ACre/+ mice. We confirmed the increase in mCherry expression in the 765 

injected striatum and not in the adjacent cortex in A2ACre/+ mice (hM3D(Gq) Cortex: 1.18±0.31 (n=8), 766 

p=0.59; hM3D(Gq) Striatum: 2.06±0.52 (n=23), *p=0.035; Fig. 11B, right). DREADD-mediated activation 767 

of Gq signaling cascades in D2-MSNs did not alter D1R expression (hM3D(Gq): 1.10±0.15 (n=9), p=0.63) 768 

and D2R expression (hM3D(Gq): 0.78±0.20 (n=5), p=0.34; Fig. 11C, right) and did not cause any 769 

significant change in the phosphorylation of pDARPP-32S130 (hM3D(Gq): 1.04±0.32 (n=6), p=0.89; Fig. 770 

11D, right). These results showed that activation of Gq signaling cascades in D2-MSNs does not induce 771 

any of the changes in D1R expression and pDARPP-32phosphorylation detected in EAAC1-/- mice. 772 

 773 

If the cell-specific activation of Gq signaling cascades in D1-MSNs recapitulates the molecular 774 

phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice, does it also reproduce the behavioral phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice? To 775 

address this question, we repeated our grooming analysis in DREADD injected D1Cre/+ and A2ACre/+ mice 776 

(Fig. 11E,F). As a control, to rule out potential off-target effects of CNO or its metabolites on 777 

endogenous receptors (Gomez et al., 2017), we performed stereotaxic injections of the DREADD 778 

construct or of saline solution and I/P CNO injections on age-matched WT mice (here referred to as 779 

Sham; Fig. 11E,F). Gq signaling activation caused an increase in the grooming frequency in D1Cre/+ mice 780 

versus Sham mice (Sham: 5.3±0.4e-3 Hz (n=25); D1Cre/+: 8.0±0.8e-3 Hz (n=39); D1Cre/+ vs Sham: **p=6.0e-781 

3; Fig. 11E,F) without changing the duration of grooming episodes (Sham: 32.2±4.2 s (n=34); D1Cre/+: 782 
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40.9±3.5 s (n=44), p=0.12; Fig. 11E,F). Gq signaling activation in the DLS of A2ACre/+ mice did not alter the 783 

grooming frequency and duration (6.0±0.4e-3 Hz (n=49), p=0.28; 42.3±3.9 s (n=58), p=0.08; Fig. 11E,F). 784 

The grooming behavior of D1Cre/+ mice that received DREADD activation was reminiscent of that of 785 

EAAC1-/- mice, whereas the behavior of A2ACre/+ mice was similar to that of WT mice in Fig. 3A-B. 786 

Therefore, cell-specific activation of Gq signaling cascades in D1-MSNs recapitulates the molecular and 787 

behavioral phenotype of EAAC1-/- mice. These findings identify EAAC1 as a key regulator of 788 

glutamatergic and dopaminergic transmission and of repeated motor behaviors.   789 
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DISCUSSION 790 

Glutamate transporters play a fundamental role in shaping excitatory synaptic transmission in the 791 

brain. This knowledge largely relies on numerous and detailed studies of glial transporters, abundantly 792 

expressed in the neuropil (Danbolt, 2001). The neuronal glutamate transporter EAAC1 accounts for a 793 

small fraction of all glutamate transporters in the brain (Holmseth et al., 2012). As a consequence, its 794 

functional role has long remained enigmatic (Scimemi et al., 2009; Holmseth et al., 2012), despite 795 

evidence of genetic association between polymorphisms in the gene encoding EAAC1 and OCD (Dickel et 796 

al., 2006; Porton et al., 2013; Zike et al., 2017). In the hippocampus, EAAC1 limits extra-synaptic GluN 797 

activation by rapidly binding synaptically-released glutamate (Scimemi et al., 2009). The striatum is one 798 

of the brain regions where EAAC1 is most abundantly expressed (Danbolt, 2001; Kanai and Hediger, 799 

2004), and is part of a poly-synaptic circuit that shows patterns of hyperactivity in patients with OCD 800 

(Ting and Feng, 2011; Ahmari et al., 2013). In the striatum, excitatory synaptic transmission is largely 801 

mediated by GluA receptors, with very little involvement of GluN receptors (Sung et al., 2001b). mGluRI 802 

glutamate receptors are abundantly expressed in the striatum (Albin et al., 1992; Shigemoto et al., 1992; 803 

Shigemoto et al., 1993; Testa et al., 1998; Ferraguti and Shigemoto, 2006) and their activation is crucial 804 

for the induction of long-term synaptic plasticity (Calabresi et al., 1992b; Anwyl, 1999; Sung et al., 805 

2001a, b). Small changes in the excitatory drive onto distinct populations of striatal neurons is important 806 

in the context of OCD because they can exert a powerful control of the dynamics of neuronal circuits 807 

that are dysfunctional in OCD (Klaus and Plenz, 2016; O'Donnell et al., 2017; Radulescu et al., 2017).  808 

 809 

Here we show that EAAC1 limits mGluRI activation in the striatum. By limiting mGluRI activation, 810 

EAAC1 promotes D1R expression and long-term plasticity. An interesting implication of our work is that 811 

intracellular Gq signaling cascades coupled to mGluRI activation are able to regulate both D1R 812 

expression and the phosphorylation state of DARPP-32 rapidly, within a 2-hour time window (Fig. 11). 813 

These findings are consistent with evidence that D1R internalization from the cell membrane can be 814 

modified within minutes using different pharmacological manipulations (Dumartin et al., 1998; Rassu et 815 

al., 2017).  816 

 817 

An important insight of our work is that the functional role of EAAC1 differs across brain regions and 818 

therefore cannot rely exclusively on previous work in the hippocampus (Scimemi et al., 2009). Not only 819 

are there regional differences in the density of expression of EAAC1, but there are also regional 820 

differences in the distribution of other molecules susceptible to the activity of EAAC1 (e.g. GluN and 821 
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mGluRI). The distinctive neuronal localization of EAAC1 puts it at an important positional advantage with 822 

respect to glial glutamate transporters, allowing it to be the first transporter to bind glutamate as it 823 

diffuses out of the synaptic cleft. Although previous work hypothesized that loss of EAAC1 may lead to 824 

increased glutamate concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid (Chakrabarty et al., 2005; Porton et al., 825 

2013) our experimental and modeling data suggest that this is an unlikely scenario. This is mainly 826 

because the expression of EAAC1 is significantly lower than that of glial glutamate transporters 827 

(Holmseth et al., 2012). In the striatum and hippocampus EAAC1 is not implicated in the regulation of 828 

the steady-state ambient glutamate concentration, but in the control of phasic synaptic transmission 829 

and long-term plasticity.  830 

 831 

The findings that EAAC1-/- mice show reduced D1R expression is consistent with recent radiolabeling 832 

assays showing decreased D1R density in the DLS of mice with constitutively reduced EAAC1 expression 833 

via prolonged exposure to amphetamine (Zike et al., 2017). The DARPP-32 phosphoprotein is abundantly 834 

but not exclusively expressed in D1-MSNs (Ouimet et al., 1984; Anderson and Reiner, 1991) and is 835 

known to integrate glutamatergic and dopaminergic transmission in the striatum (Svenningsson et al., 836 

2004). Our findings do not allow us to distinguish whether the effect of EAAC1 on D1R expression is 837 

directly mediated by DARPP-32 or by other molecules that are part of the Gq signaling cascades 838 

activated by mGluRI. However, they raise the possibility that these intracellular mechanisms may have 839 

different functional implications for integrating glutamatergic and dopaminergic signals in D1- and D2-840 

MSNs.  841 

 842 

Although many of the effects described in this work may appear subtle, they are noteworthy not only 843 

because they are statistically robust but because they yield novel insights into the physiological and 844 

pathological implications of EAAC1 for neuropsychiatric disorders that still lack effective 845 

pharmacological treatments. Loss of EAAC1 is associated with a distinctive behavioral phenotype, which 846 

includes increased anxiety-like and disrupted grooming behaviors. Notably, the altered motor behaviors 847 

of EAAC1-/- mice can be recapitulated by cell-specific activation of mGluRI-activated signaling cascades in 848 

D1-MSNs. The finding that increased mGluRI activation contributes to increased anxiety-like behaviors 849 

and repeated movement execution in EAAC1-/- mice is consistent with a key role for these neuronal 850 

glutamate transporters in the modulation of motor function and perseverative behaviors. Our data are 851 

consistent with previous work in Sapap3 knock-out mice, where increased mGluRI activation drives 852 

OCD-like behaviors via disruption of mGluR5-Homer interaction and constitutive mGluR5 signaling (Wan 853 
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et al., 2011; Ade et al., 2016). Interestingly, PET studies in humans show that the mGluRI distribution 854 

volume ratio in brain regions that show functional abnormalities in OCD (e.g. cortico-striatal-thalamo-855 

cortical pathway) is positively correlated with the patients’ Y-BOCS obsession scores (Akkus et al., 2014). 856 

Increased expression and activation of mGluRI has also been observed in patients affected by other 857 

types of autism spectrum disorders (e.g. Fragile X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis complex) and 858 

intellectual disability (Boer et al., 2008; Maccarrone et al., 2010; Lohith et al., 2013), suggesting a 859 

possible common etiology for a broad range of neuropsychiatric diseases (D'Antoni et al., 2014). 860 

Currently, many patients diagnosed with OCD are treated with cognitive behavioral therapy and/or 861 

serotonin reuptake inhibitors, but these approaches do not improve the symptoms of the disease for 862 

about 50% of the patients (Dougherty et al., 2004; Koran et al., 2007). One important implication of our 863 

work is that the treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders like OCD may be particularly challenging 864 

because it may require either cell-specific targeting of mGluRI or pharmacological manipulations that 865 

affect both glutamatergic and dopaminergic transmission in specific regions of the brain. 866 

 867 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 1132 

Figure 1. A battery of SHIRPA tests reveals subtle abnormalities in male and female EAAC1-/- mice. 1133 

(A) Parameter scores for a battery of SHIRPA primary screen test in male and female WT (white bars) 1134 

and EAAC1-/- mice (red bars) aged P14-35. See Figure 1-1 for separate analysis of male and female mice. 1135 

 1136 

Figure 2. EAAC1-/- mice show similar levels of motor activity but increased anxiety-like behaviors in 1137 

comparison to WT mice. (A) Summary of spontaneous locomotor activity in a free-spinning flying saucer 1138 

(left), in WT (n=137) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=150) aged P14-35. No significant difference was detected in 1139 

the mean distance (middle) and running time (right) between WT and EAAC1-/- mice (p=0.35 and p=0.12, 1140 

respectively). (B) In the open field test (left), WT (n=153) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=149) travelled the same 1141 

distance (p=0.28; middle) but EAAC1-/- mice showed a significant decrease in the proportion of immobile 1142 

time (**p=4.6e-3; right). (C) In the elevated plus maze (left), EAAC1-/- mice (n=90) showed a larger 1143 

proportion of entries in closed arms in comparison to WT mice (n=118, **p=0.006; left). The thick white 1144 

lines represent the mean proportion of entries in each arm. (D) EAAC1-/- mice spent a larger proportion 1145 

of time in the closed arms than WT mice (*p=0.019; right). (E) In the marble burial test (left), EAAC1-/- 1146 

mice (n=15; right) dug a significantly larger proportion of marbles than WT mice (n=36, middle; 1147 

***p=3.9e-11). (F) The color-coding represents the proportion of mice digging a given proportion of 1148 

marbles (y-axis). The white line describes the behavior of 50% of the mouse population. There is an 1149 

average increase in the proportion of EAAC1-/- mice digging a larger proportion of marbles (**p=5.5e-3). 1150 

See Figure 2-1 for separate analysis of female and male mice. 1151 

 1152 

Figure 3. EAAC1-/- mice show disrupted grooming behaviors. (A) Relationship between the frequency 1153 

and duration of grooming episodes in WT mice. The inset represents a density plot of the data, with 1154 

areas color-coded in blue identify the duration and frequency of the most commonly observed grooming 1155 

episodes. (B) As in (A), for EAAC1-/- mice. (C) Summary bar graph of the frequency of grooming episodes 1156 

(WT (n=23), EAAC1-/- (n=68), ***p=4.9e-5). (D) Summary bar graph of the mean duration of individual 1157 

grooming episodes (WT (n=42), EAAC1-/- (n=72), p=0.200). (E) Contour of the mouse body (white) and of 1158 

the mouse paws (magenta and green circles) detected by the M-Track software, used to perform the 1159 

analysis of paw trajectories (Reeves et al., 2016). (F) Summary bar graph of the mean trajectory length 1160 

of mice paws as they move to execute a grooming episode (WT (n=36), EAAC1-/- (n=43), ***p=1.6e-6). 1161 

(G) Summary bar graph of the mean number of grooming phases represented in each grooming episode 1162 

(WT (n=87), EAAC1-/- (n=86), ***p=2.9e-5). (H) Proportion of correct (left) and incorrect phase 1163 
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transitions in each grooming episode (WT (n=83), EAAC1-/- (n=85), *p=0.021). (I) Summary of the 1164 

average duration of distinct phases represented in each grooming episode. A decreased representation 1165 

of phases 0, 2, 3, 5 is detected in EAAC1-/- mice (Phase 0 WT (n=22), EAAC1-/- (n=34), *p=0.013; Phase 1 1166 

WT (n=71), EAAC1-/- (n=79), p=0.301; Phase 2 WT (n=73), EAAC1-/- (n=82), ***p=2.7e-5; Phase 3 WT 1167 

(n=64), EAAC1-/- (n=65), *p=0.020; Phase 4 WT (n=39), EAAC1-/- (n=35), p=0.650; Phase 5 WT (n=30), 1168 

EAAC1-/- (n=29), ***p=4.8e-6). (J) The pie charts provide a representation of the normalized distribution 1169 

of different phases in each grooming episode. A proportional increase in the representation of phases 0-1170 

3 is detected in EAAC1-/- mice. Significant p-values are included in the figure color legend. 1171 

 1172 

Figure 4. Excitatory field recordings in the DLS of EAAC1-/- mice show increased sensitivity to mGluRI 1173 

blockers. (A) Schematic illustration of the experimental design. The bipolar stimulating electrode and 1174 

the extracellular field recording electrode were positioned in the DLS. (B) Left: extracellular recordings 1175 

of FV and PS in the DLS of WT mice, in control conditions (black trace) and in the presence of the 1176 

voltage-gated sodium channel blocker TTX (1 μM, orange trace). Right: Summary graph showing the 1177 

effect of TTX on the FV amp (white bar (n=5), ***p=6.5e-4) and PS amplitude (grey bar (n=5), 1178 

***p=6.6e-5). (C) Left: extracellular recordings in the DLS of WT mice, in control conditions (black trace), 1179 

in the presence of the GluA antagonist NBQX (10 μM, yellow trace) and in the additional presence of TTX 1180 

(1 μM, orange trace). Right: summary graph showing that NBQX reduces the PS amplitude (grey bars 1181 

(n=8), ***p=4.6e-5) without affecting the FV amplitude (white bars, p=0.39). The FV and PS are blocked 1182 

in the presence of both NBQX and TTX (***p=2.9e-5 and ***p=1.7e-7, respectively). (D) Left: 1183 

extracellular recordings in the DLS of WT mice, in control conditions (black trace) and in the presence of 1184 

the GluN antagonist APV (50 μM, green trace). Right: extracellular recordings in the DLS of EAAC1-/- 1185 

mice, in control conditions (red trace) and in the presence of APV (50 μM, green trace). Each trace 1186 

represents the average of 20 consecutive sweeps. (E) Left: Summary graph showing the effect of APV on 1187 

the FV in WT (n=12) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=9, WT vs. EAAC1-/- p=0.41). Right: Effect of APV on the PS/FV 1188 

ratio recorded in WT (n=12) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=9, WT vs. EAAC1-/- p=0.37). (F) As in (D), for recordings 1189 

obtained in control conditions and in the presence of the mGluRI blockers LY367385 (50 μM) and MPEP 1190 

(10 μM; blue traces). (G) Left: Summary graph showing the effect of LY367385 and MPEP on the FV in 1191 

WT (n=13) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=16, WT vs. EAAC1-/- p=0.85). Right: Effect of LY367385 and MPEP on the 1192 

PS/FV ratio recorded in WT (n=13) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=16, WT vs. EAAC1-/- *p=0.012). (H) As in (D), for 1193 

recordings obtained in time-dependent control experiments. (I) Left: Summary graph showing the effect 1194 

on the FV in WT (n=8) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=7, WT vs. EAAC1-/- p=0.28). Right: Effect on the PS/FV ratio 1195 
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recorded in WT (n=8) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=7, WT vs. EAAC1-/- p=1.00). (J) Input-output relationship 1196 

between the PS and FV amplitudes evoked by stimulating excitatory afferents to the DLS. Left: mGluRI 1197 

block does not alter the input-output curves in WT mice (n=13, p=0.57). Right: mGluRI block increases 1198 

the PS amp over a range of stimulus intensities and FV amplitudes in EAAC1-/- mice (n=16, **p=2.1e-3). 1199 

(K) Western blot analysis showing similar levels of mGluRI expression in WT (n=6) and EAAC1-/- mice 1200 

(n=8; p=0.41). (L) We used a kinetic model of mGluRI (Marcaggi et al., 2009) to determine the open 1201 

probability of these receptors at a range of extracellular glutamate concentrations (pink). The striatum 1202 

maintains the extracellular glutamate concentration at 25 nM (Chiu and Jahr, 2017) in the presence of 1203 

~140 μM glutamate transporters (Lehre and Danbolt, 1998). Reducing the concentration of glutamate 1204 

transporters leads to increased extracellular glutamate concentrations (blue). EAAC1 accounts for less 1205 

than 5-10% of all glutamate transporters. According to our model (see Methods), loss of EAAC1 can 1206 

cause less than 10 nM increase in the ambient glutamate concentration (cyan). This change in the 1207 

extracellular glutamate concentration can only cause a marginal increase in the mGluRI open 1208 

probability. 1209 

 1210 

Figure 5. The Ca2+-dependence of long-term plasticity is lost in EAAC1-/- mice. (A) Left: extracellular 1211 

recordings obtained 5 min before (black trace) and 30 min after applying a high-frequency stimulation 1212 

protocol (HFS: 100 Hz, 1 s) to the DLS of WT mice (grey trace). The recordings were obtained in the 1213 

presence of extracellular solutions containing [Ca2+]=1.2 mM (top panel), [Ca2+]=2.5 mM (middle panel) 1214 

and [Ca2+]=3.5 mM (bottom panel). Each trace represents the average of 20 consecutive sweeps. The 1215 

shaded area represents the S.E.M. Right: time course of baseline-normalized field recordings. Each 1216 

symbol represents the average of three consecutive time points. The notation “Norm PS/FV” on the y-1217 

axis refers to the amplitude ratio of the population spike and fiber volley normalized by the one 1218 

measured before applying the high-frequency stimulation protocol. (B) As in (A), for EAAC1-/- mice. (C) 1219 

Summarized effect of HFS on the PS/FV ratio in WT mice at three different extracellular [Ca2+] (1.2 mM: 1220 

(n=7) *p=0.047; 2.5 mM: (n=7) p=0.22; 3.5 mM: (n=11) *p=0.032). (D) Summarized effect of HFS on the 1221 

PS/FV ratio in EAAC1-/- mice at three different extracellular [Ca2+] (1.2 mM: (n=8) p=0.50; 2.5 mM: (n=12) 1222 

p=0.28; 3.5 mM: (n=7) p=0.46).  1223 

 1224 

Figure 6. The mRNA levels of D1R are reduced in the DLS and VMS of EAAC1-/- mice. (A) Schematic 1225 

representation of a coronal section of the mouse brain. The blue region defines the WT striatum, in 1226 

which the Slc1a1 gene encoding EAAC1 is abundantly expressed. (B) Left: Color map representation of 1227 
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the Slc1a1 levels in striatal samples from WT (n=5) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=5), measured in qRT-PCR 1228 

experiments. Each sample was run in triplicates (x-axis). Right: Relative amount of the Slc1a1 gene with 1229 

respect to the Hprt housekeeping gene in WT and EAAC1-/- mice, measured as 2- CT (**p=1.8e-3). (C) Fold 1230 

change in Slc1a1 expression in EAAC1-/- versus WT mice (2- CT). Negligible levels of Slc1a1 (***p=1.5e-7) 1231 

are detected in EAAC1-/- mice. (D) Left: Same experiments as described in (B, left), performed on 1232 

samples from the DLS or VMS of WT mice (n=7). Right: As in (B, right), for samples from the DLS and 1233 

VMC. No significant difference was detected in the expression levels of Slc1a1 between the WT DLS and 1234 

VMS (p=0.42). (E) Schematic representation of a coronal section of the mouse brain in which the 1235 

striatum, from which we extracted the mRNA, is highlighted in yellow. The lighter shade of yellow 1236 

indicates lower Drd1a gene expression levels in EAAC1-/- mice. (F) Left: color map representation of the 1237 

Drd1a and Drd2 levels in WT (n=6) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=10), measured in qRT-PCR experiments. Each 1238 

sample was run in triplicates (x-axis). Right: relative amount of the Drd1a and Drd2 gene with respect to 1239 

the Hprt housekeeping gene in WT and EAAC1-/- mice, measured as 2- CT. Higher levels of Drd2 are 1240 

detected in WT (*p=0.011) and EAAC1-/- mice (***p=9.6e-6). (G) Fold change in Drd1a and Drd2 1241 

expression in EAAC1-/- vs WT mice (2- CT). Reduced levels of Drd1a (**p=5.0e-3), not Drd2 (p=0.48), are 1242 

detected in EAAC1-/- mice. (H-J) As in (E-G), on samples from the DLS and VMS of WT (n=7) and EAAC1-/- 1243 

mice (n=6). Lower levels of Drd1a were detected in the VMS of WT (*p=0.018) and EAAC1-/- mice 1244 

(***p=7.1e-4). In the VMS, there was a significant reduction in the level of Drd1a (*p=0.012). A 1245 

significant WT-fold change inDrd1a was detected in the DLS (*p=0.037) and VMS (**p=1.6e-3) of 1246 

EAAC1-/- mice. (K-M) As in (E-GF), for Drd2. The level of Drd2 was lower in the VMS compared to the DLS, 1247 

in WT (n=7, **p=3.4e-3) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=6, **p=5.1e-3). No significant WT-fold change was 1248 

detected in the expression level of Drd2 in the DLS and VMS of EAAC1-/- mice. 1249 

 1250 

Figure 7. The reduced expression of D1R in EAAC1-/- mice is associated with altered phosphorylation 1251 

of DARPP-32. (A) Western blots for D1R, D2R and ß-actin in WT (n=11) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=8) show 1252 

decreased levels of D1R (***p=2.7e-4), not D2R (p=0.51), in EAAC1-/- mice. (B) Western blot analysis for 1253 

DARPP-32, showing no significant difference in its expression between WT (n=15) and EAAC1-/- mice 1254 

(n=12, p=0.92). (C) Western blot analysis for pDARPP-32T34 (WT (n=10), EAAC1-/- (n=10), p=0.41), 1255 

pDARPP-32T75 (WT (n=13), EAAC1-/- (n=14), p=0.84), pDARPP-32S97 (WT (n=13), EAAC1-/- (n=13), p=0.98), 1256 

pDARPP-32S130 (WT (n=14), EAAC1-/- (n=17), *p=0.024). (D) Pie chart representation of the 1257 

phosphorylation distribution on the T34, T75, S97 and S130 sites of DARPP-32. The red curve highlights 1258 

the S130 site, which shows increased phosphorylation in EAAC1-/- mice. (E) As in (C), following data 1259 
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normalization by the average band intensity values measured in WT mice (pDARPP-32T34 WT (n=10), 1260 

EAAC1-/- (n=10), p=0.46; pDARPP-32T75 WT (n=13), EAAC1-/- (n=14), p=0.72; pDARPP-32S97 WT (n=13), 1261 

EAAC1-/- (n=13), p=0.89; pDARPP-32S130 WT (n=14), EAAC1-/- (n=15), **p=2.1e-3). Data in panels A,B,E 1262 

represent the band intensity ratio between the target protein and -actin in samples from WT versus 1263 

EAAC1-/- mice in the same blotting membrane.  1264 

 1265 

Figure 8. Modeling the effect of Gq signaling cascade activation on DARPP-32 phosphorylation. (A-C) 1266 

Snapshots showing the effect of different patterns of intracellular calcium rise (yellow) on the total 1267 

concentration of DARPP-32 (magenta) and of pDARPP-32S130 (green). (D) Time course of intracellular 1268 

calcium concentration evoked by single (left) or 10 pulse trains of intracellular calcium rise at 1 Hz 1269 

(middle) and 0.1 Hz (right). Darker colors correspond to higher intracellular calcium concentrations. (E) 1270 

Relative change in intracellular pDARPP-32S130. Darker colors correspond to the changes evoked by 1271 

higher intracellular calcium concentration. (F) Summary graph of the change in the peak pDARPP-32S130 1272 

concentration evoked by increasing concentrations (x-axis) and different patterns of intracellular 1273 

calcium rise (left to right). Transient increase in the intracellular calcium concentration cause a 1274 

substantial increase in the intracellular pDARPP-32S130 concentration. 1275 

 1276 

Figure 9. Blocking mGluRI activation rescues the Ca2+-dependence of long-term plasticity in EAAC1-/- 1277 

mice. (A) Left: extracellular recordings performed in the presence of the mGluRI blockers LY367385 (50 1278 

μM) and MPEP (10 μM) and obtained 5 min before (red trace) and 30 min after applying a high-1279 

frequency stimulation protocol (HFS: 100 Hz, 1 s) to the DLS of EAAC1-/- mice (pink trace). The recordings 1280 

were obtained in the presence of extracellular solutions containing [Ca2+]=1.2 mM. Each trace 1281 

represents the average of 20 consecutive sweeps. The shaded area represents the S.E.M. Right: time 1282 

course of baseline-normalized field recordings. Each symbol represents the average of three consecutive 1283 

time points. The notation “Norm PS/FV” on the y-axis refers to the amplitude ratio of the population 1284 

spike and fiber volley normalized by the one measured before applying the high-frequency stimulation 1285 

protocol. (B) As in (A), in the presence of extracellular solutions containing [Ca2+]=2.5 mM. (C) As in (A), 1286 

in the presence of extracellular solutions containing [Ca2+]=3.5 mM. (D) Summarized effect of HFS on the 1287 

PS/FV ratio in EAAC1-/- mice in the presence of mGluRI blockers and at three different extracellular [Ca2+] 1288 

(1.2 mM (n=22), *p=0.015; 2.5 mM (n=12), p=0.36; 3.5 mM (n=8), *p=0.018).  1289 

 1290 
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Figure 10. Blocking mGluRI activation rescues D1R expression and alters the phosphorylation 1291 

pattern of DARPP-32. (A) Western blots for D1R, D2R and ß-actin, in the presence of the mGluRI 1292 

blockers LY367385 (50 μM) and MPEP (10 μM), show no significant difference in the expression of D1R 1293 

and D2R (D1R: WT (n=9), EAAC1-/- (n=9), p=0.35; D2R: WT (n=7), EAAC1-/- (n=7), p=0.064). (B) mGluRI 1294 

blockade induces a slight reduction in DARPP-32 expression between WT (n=9) and EAAC1-/- mice (n=9, 1295 

*p=0.029). (C) Western blot analysis for pDARPP-32T34 (WT (n=5), EAAC1-/- (n=6), p=0.98), pDARPP-32T75 1296 

(WT (n=6), EAAC1-/- (n=7), *p=0.017), pDARPP-32S97 (WT (n=9), EAAC1-/- (n=9), p=0.34), pDARPP-32S130 1297 

(WT (n=12), EAAC1-/- (n=9), **p=4.6e-3). (D) Pie chart representation of the phosphorylation distribution 1298 

on the T34, T75, S97 and S130 sites of DARPP-32 in the presence of mGluRI blockers. The red curves 1299 

highlight the T75 and S130 site, which show reduced phosphorylation in EAAC1-/- mice. (E) As in (C), 1300 

following data normalization by the average band intensity values measured in WT mice (WT (n=5), 1301 

EAAC1-/- (n=6), p=0.62), pDARPP-32T75 (WT (n=9), EAAC1-/- (n=7), ***p=1.0e-5), pDARPP-32S97 (WT (n=9), 1302 

EAAC1-/- (n=9), p=0.16), pDARPP-32S130 (WT (n=12), EAAC1-/- (n=9), ***p=2.1e-4). Data in panels A,B,E 1303 

represent the band intensity ratio between the target protein and -actin measured in samples from 1304 

EAAC1-/- mice and normalized by analogous measures in samples from WT mice blotted in the same 1305 

membrane. 1306 

 1307 

Figure 11. Cell-specific activation of Gq signaling pathway induces decreased D1R expression and 1308 

increased pDARPP-32S130 phosphorylation. (A) Timeline of the experimental design. At P14-16, mice 1309 

received a unilateral stereotaxic injection of hM3D(Gq). After one week, they started receiving daily I/P 1310 

saline injections. At P28-30, they received I/P injections of CNO (5 mg/Kg). One hour after the CNO 1311 

injections, they were video-monitored to examine their grooming behavior. Two hours after the CNO 1312 

injections, they were sacrificed. Proteins for Western blot analysis were extracted from the control and 1313 

injected striatum and from the adjacent cortices. (B) Left: mCherry expression in D1Cre/+ mice. A 1314 

significant increase in mCherry expression was detected only in the striatum of D1Cre/+ mice (n=10, 1315 

*p=0.040). Right: mCherry expression in A2ACre/+ mice. A significant increase in mCherry expression was 1316 

detected only in the striatum of A2ACre/+ mice (n=23, *p=0.035). (C) Left: D1R and D2R expression in 1317 

D1Cre/+ mice (D1R: n=9, *p=0.013; D2R: n=8, p=0.35). The expression of D1R is significantly reduced in 1318 

the injected striatum. Right: D1R and D2R expression in A2ACre/+ mice (D1R: n=9, p=0.63; D2R: n=5, 1319 

p=0.34). The expression of D1R and D2R is similar in the injected and non-injected striatum. (D) Left: 1320 

hM3D(Gq) injection in D1Cre/+ mice leads to increased pDARPP-32S130 (pDARPP-32T34 n=10, p=0.92; 1321 

pDARPP-32T75 n=11, p=0.18; pDARPP-32S97 n=11, p=0.13, pDARPP-32S130 n=11, **p=5.6e-3). Right: 1322 
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hM3D(Gq) injection in A2ACre/+ mice leads to no change in pDARPP-32 (pDARPP-32T34 n=9, p=0.75; 1323 

pDARPP-32T75 n=8, p=0.84; pDARPP-32S97 n=8, p=0.31, pDARPP-32S130 n=6, p=0.89). (E) Summary of the 1324 

frequency (Frequency: Sham (n=25), D1Cre/+ (n=39), Sham vs D1Cre/+ **p=6.0e-3, A2ACre/+ (n=49), Sham vs 1325 

A2ACre/+ p=0.28) and duration of grooming episodes in Sham and D1Cre/+ mice injected with hM3D(Gq) 1326 

(Duration: Sham (n=34), D1Cre/+ (n=44), Sham vs D1Cre/+ p=0.12, A2ACre/+ (n=58), Sham vs A2ACre/+ p=0.08). 1327 

(F) Relationship between the frequency and duration of grooming episodes in Sham (left), D1Cre/+ 1328 

(middle) and A2ACre/+ mice (right). The inset represents a density plot of the data, with blue areas 1329 

corresponding to the duration and frequency of the most commonly observed grooming episodes. 1330 

 1331 

EXTENDED DATA 1332 

Figure 1-1. A battery of SHIRPA tests reveals subtle abnormalities in male and female EAAC1-/- mice. 1333 

This dataset includes the parameter scores for a battery of SHIRPA primary screen test in female and 1334 

male WT and EAAC1-/- mice aged P14-35.  1335 

 1336 

Figure 2-1. Female EAAC1-/- mice show increased anxiety-like behaviors. Summary of spontaneous 1337 

locomotor activity in a free-spinning flying saucer, open field test, elevated plus maze and marble 1338 

burying test in female and male WT and EAAC1-/- mice. 1339 

 1340 

TABLES 1341 

Table 1. Sequence of primers used for PCR analysis. 1342 

Gene Primer Forward Primer Reverse Band size (bps) 

EAAC1+/+ 5’ AGAAGCTCCTCGGTGGGACAC 3’ 5’ GAGAGCAGCAGCCAGTGATTC 3’ 358 

EAAC1-/- 5’ CTGTGCTCGACGTTGTCACTG 3’ 5’ GAGAGCAGCAGCCAGTGATTC 3’ 680 

D1Cre/+ 5’ GCTATGGAGATGCTCCTGATGGAA 3’ 5’ CGGCAAACGGACAGAAGCATT 3’ 340 

A2ACre/+ 5’ CGTGAGAAAGCCTTTGGGAAGCT 3’ 5’ CGGCAAACGGACAGAAGCATT 3’ 350 

Ai90/0 5’ AAGGGAGCTGCAGTGGAGTA 3’ 5’ CCGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC 3’ 297 

Ai9Tg/0 5’ CTGTTCCTGTACGGCATGG 3’ 5’ GGCATTAAAGCAGCGTATCC 3’ 196 

D1tdTomato/+ 5’ CTTCTGAGGCGGAAAGAACC 3’ 5’ TTTCTGATTGAGAGCATTCG 3’ 750 

 1343 

Table 2. PCR protocol for EAAC1. 1344 

 Initiation/Melting Denaturation Annealing Elongation Amplification Hold 
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Temp ( C) 95 95 63 72 72 4 

Duration (min) 3 0.5 0.5 1.5 10  

Cycles 1 34 1  

 1345 

Table 3. PCR protocol for D1Cre/+ and A2ACre/+. 1346 

Step Initiation/Melting Denaturation Annealing Elongation Amplification Hold 

Temp ( C) 94 94 65-55 72 72 4 

Duration (min) 5 0.25 0.5 0.17 5  

Cycles 
1 

40 

(1-10: TAnneal -1°C/cycle) 
1  

 1347 

Table 4. PCR protocol for D1tdTomato/+. 1348 

Step Initiation/Melting Denaturation Annealing Elongation Amplification Hold 

Temp ( C) 95 95 60 72 72 4 

Duration (min) 3 0.25 0.25 0.25 1  

Cycles 1 35 1  

 1349 

Table 5. PCR protocol for Ai9. 1350 

Step Initiation/Melting Denaturation Annealing Elongation Amplification Hold 

Temp ( C) 94 94 65-60 72 72 10 

Duration (min) 2 0.33 0.25 0.17 2  

Cycles 
1 

38 

(1-10: TAnneal -0.5°C/cycle) 
1  

 1351 

Table 6. Initial conditions used in the 3D Monte Carlo model 1352 

Molecule name Number of molecules Concentration (μM) 

DARPP-32 3,000 4.98 

CdK5 120 0.2 

CK1 100 0.166 

CK2 100 0.166 

PDE 1,204 2 
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PP2A 120 0.2 

PP2B (inactive) 200 0.332 

PP2C 80 0.133 

R2C2 4,000 6.64 

Ca2+ 60 0.1 

  1353 

Table 7. Reaction parameters used in the models 1354 

Reaction kon (M-1 s-1) koff (s-1)  (s-1) 

DARPP-32 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T75 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32 + CK1 -> DARPP-32-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32-CK1 -> DARPP-32S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32 + PKA -> DARPP-32-PKA 5.6e+06 10.8  

DARPP-32-PKA -> DARPP-32T34 + PKA  2.7  

DARPP-32T34 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,T75 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32T34 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T34-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34-CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T34 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34-PP2B 1e+08 16  

DARPP-32T34-PP2B -> DARPP-32 + PP2B  4  

DARPP-32T75 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T75-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T75-CK1 -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T75 + PKA -> DARPP-32T75-PKA 5.6e+06 10.8  

DARPP-32T75-PKA -> DARPP-32T34,T75 + PKA  0  

DARPP-32T75 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T75-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T75-PP2A -> DARPP-32 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75 + PP2AP -> DARPP-32T75-PP2AP 1.7e+07 24  

DARPP-32T75-PP2AP -> DARPP-32T75 + PP2AP  40  

DARPP-32S130 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32S130-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32S130-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32S130 + PKA -> DARPP-32S130-PKA 5.6e+06 10.8  
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DARPP-32S130-PKA -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + PKA  2.7  

DARPP-32S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T34,T75 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,T75-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,T75-CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2AP -> DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2AP 1.7e+07 40  

DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2AP -> DARPP-32T34 + PP2AP  24  

DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2B 1e+08 1, 600  

DARPP-32T34,T75-PP2B -> DARPP-32T75 + PP2B  4  

DARPP-32T34,S130 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,S130-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,S130-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,S130-PP2B 7.5e+04 0.12  

DARPP-32T34,S130-PP2B -> DARPP-32S130 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T34 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T75,S130 + PKA -> DARPP-32T75,S130-PKA 5.6e+06 10.8  

DARPP-32T75,S130-PKA -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PKA  0  

DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2AP -> DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2AP 1.7e+07 40  

DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2AP -> DARPP-32S130 + PP2AP  24  

DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32T75,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T75 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2AP -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2AP 1.7e+07 40  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2AP -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2AP  24  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2B -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2B  0.03  
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DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 3  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2C  12  

CK1P + PP2B -> CK1P-PP2B 3e+08 24  

CK1P-PP2B -> CK1 + PP2B  6  

CK1 -> CK1P   1 

PDE + PKA -> PDE-PKA 6e+06 36  

PDE-PKA -> PDEP + PKA  9  

PDEP -> PDE   0.1 

PP2A + PKA -> PP2A-PKA 1e+08 16  

PP2A-PKA -> PP2AP + PKA  4  

PP2AP -> PP2A   5 

PP2B(inactive) + Ca2+ -> PP2B(inactive)-Ca2+ 1e+15 1  

PP2B(inactive)-Ca2+ + Ca2+ -> PP2B 3e+15 1  

R2C2 + cAMP -> cAMP-R2C2 5.4e+07 33  

cAMP-R2C2 + cAMP -> cAMP2-R2C2 5.4e+07 33  

cAMP2-R2C2 + cAMP -> cAMP3-R2C2 7.5e+07 110  

cAMP3-R2C2 + cAMP -> cAMP4-R2C2 7.5e+07 32.5  

cAMP4-R2C + PKA -> cAMP4-R2C2 1.8e+07 60  

cAMP4-R2 + PKA -> cAMP4-R2C 1.8e+07 60  

cAMP + PDE -> cAMP-PDE 2.52e+06 40  

cAMP-PDE -> AMP + PDE  10  

cAMP + PDEP -> cAMP-PDEP 5.04e+06 80  

cAMP-PDEP -> AMP + PDEP  20  

Ca2+ -> NULL   0.6 

Ca2+ + CK2 -> CK2-Ca2+ 1e+15 3e+15  

CK2-Ca2+ + DARPP-32 -> DARPP-32-CK2-Ca2+ 4.4e5 12  

DARPP-32-CK2-Ca2+ -> DARPP-32S97 + CK2-Ca2+  3  

DARPP-32S97 + PP2A -> DARPP-32S97-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,S97 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S97-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34 + PP2A  10  
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DARPP-32T34,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S97 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S97-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T75,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32S97,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32S97,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32S97,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32S97,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S97 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130 + PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2A 3.8e+06 24  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2A -> DARPP-32T34,T75 + PP2A  10  

DARPP-32S97 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32S97-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32S97-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T75,S97 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32T34,S97 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,S97-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  
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DARPP-32T34,S97-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32S97,S130 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32S97,S130-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32S97,S130-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-CdK5 5.6e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-CdK5 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130 + CdK5  3  

DARPP-32S97 + CK1 -> DARPP-32S97-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32S97-CK1 -> DARPP-32S97,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T34,S97 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,S97-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,S97-CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T75,S97 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T75,S97-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T75,S97-CK1 -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97 + CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-CK1 4.4e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-CK1 -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130 + CK1  3  

DARPP-32T34,S97 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,S97-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,S97-PP2B -> DARPP-32S97 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97-PP2B -> DARPP-32T75,S97 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2B -> DARPP-32S97,S130 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S130-PP2B -> DARPP-32T75,S130 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130 + PP2B -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2B 7.5e+04 120  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2B -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + PP2B  0.03  

DARPP-32S97,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32S97,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32S97,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32S97 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,S97,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,S97 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32T75,S97,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T75,S97 + PP2C  3  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130 + PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2C 7.5e+06 12  

DARPP-32T34,T75,S97,S130-PP2C -> DARPP-32T34,T75,S97 + PP2C  3  
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